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Abstract
Abstract
Signal integrity issues are a major concern in highly integrated and compact mixed signal
IC's. This work presents a numerical and analytical method for analyzing and assessing signal
integrity issues relating to discontinuities, interconnects, and irregularly shaped power planes
through the development of two independent methods.
To address the coupling issue the finite difference time domain (FDTD) technique has been
used, which is an accurate and robust algorithm capable of analyzing an arbitrary geometry in
both the frequency and time domains. The analysis of signal integrity issues is carried out using
examples such as transmission lines placed in close proximity, co-planar to co-planar transitions,
and board level via interconnects. To take advantage of FDTD's ability to work natively in the
time domain an analysis of two closely spaced transmission lines made where a series of digital
pulses were applied to one transmission line while a low RF power analog signal is present on
the other. Using voltage and current extraction techniques the corruption of the RF signal due to
the coupling of the digital waveform is obtained.
To address the resonances occurring in a power plane cavity excited due to grounuWdd
bounce an analytical method based on a segmentation technique in conjunction with the cavity
model with arbitrary port placement has been developed for irregularly shaped power planes.
Using this technique the resonant frequencies and noise coupling for irregular power planes can
be accurately computed. Some popular power plane configurations such as the L-shaped and
rectangular ring shape are considered and comparisons have been made with the equivalent
circuit based transmission line matrix (TLM) method, HFSS, and experimental results. A design
methodology has also been developed to shape the power planes so that no resonances occur
within the frequency range of interest.
n
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Chapter J: Introduction
1 Introduction
As highly integrated mixed signal IC's become smaller in size and as the frequency of
operation increases, designers are faced with multiple issues regarding signal integrity. While
there are several processes giving rise to signal integrity issues the two predominant ones include
coupling between interconnects and transmission lines and ground/Vdd bounce on power planes.
Coupling, commonly referred to as crosstalk, is a mechanism that degrades signal quality
when two transmission lines are in close proximity resulting in fringing fields interacting with
one another. Under these circumstances coupling can be quite high and it is under these
conditions that most mixed signal IC's have trouble with wideband digital logic signals
interacting with sensitive low power RF and microwave signals. Those frequencies that are
outside of the operating frequency of the RF signal can be filtered out. However, if the coupled
signal has significant power in the frequency range of the RF signal then permanent corruption
of this signal can occur rendering the design ineffective. Furthermore, coupling between two
digital lines can induce false switching in logic circuits and lead to adverse behaviors. In [1 - 5]
issues regarding coupling between closely spaced microstrip lines are addressed in both the time
and frequency domains using traveling-wave-based waveform approximations and multi-
conductor transmission line models to take propagation and coupling effects into account in the
analysis.
Another issue creating signal integrity problems in mixed signal IC's is grounaWdd bounce.
A pair of power-ground planes forms a cavity, which has a set of naturally occurring resonant
modes that can be excited through a well-known process called ground/Vdd bounce. This process
occurs when a large number of gates within a digital IC switch simultaneously, thereby
demanding a large amount of current from the power supply planes. This event pulls the voltage
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down and increases current flow near the point where the circuit is connected to the power plane
and excites the resonant modes within the cavity. These modes can then couple as noise to
circuits sharing the same power plane or to those on isolated neighboring power planes. Such
coupled noise, although small, could still be comparable in magnitude to the RF signal resulting
in reduced system performance. Understanding groundWdd bounce is an area of intense research
[6 - 20]. The predominant methods for analyzing grounaYVdd bounce to date are summarized in
[7] and include full wave solvers, the transmission line matrix method (TLM), and the distributed
lumped element (RLC) method. In the TLM method the power plane cavity is divided into
discrete cells with each cell modeled using a transmission line equivalent circuit. In [8] the TLM
method is extended so it can model irregularly shaped power planes such as L-shaped planes.
However, this method still has drawbacks in that it restricts port placement and places large
demands on computer resources particularly as the frequency is increased since the number of
cells increases. A more convenient approach to calculating the resonant frequencies and
coupling for power planes would be a model that directly uses a Greens function. This would
eliminate the need to break the power plane down into small cells for the analysis. Although
these are available for simple shapes such as rectangles, circles, triangles, annular sectors and
rings [21 - 30] similar models for irregularly shaped geometries are not available. In 1975
Okoshi and Takeuchi developed a method for analyzing irregularly shaped planar geometries
through a method known as the segmentation technique [31 - 33]. The method was later picked
up by others and extended to include more arbitrary geometries through a method called the
desegmentation technique [34 - 37]. The initial development of this method was intended for
use in analyzing planar microstrip or stripline geometries and has been used primarily for
microstrip circuit components to date [38].
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1.1 Contributions of the Present Work
In this work signal integrity issues concerning coupling and ground7Vdd bounce will be
addressed using two independent methods namely numerical modeling using the finite difference
time domain method and an analytical model based on a segmentation technique with closed
form expressions.
At present models used to study coupling, as reported in [1 - 5] use a quasi-static analysis
that works well for frequencies up to 2GHz beyond which a dynamic analysis is required. In this
work the numerical technique, Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method [39 - 64] has
been written to study signal integrity issues at any frequency. Although this technique is well
known and widely used, in the present work the program was written so it can be custom tailored
to signal integrity examples with arbitrary 3D geometries. FDTD was chosen because it works
natively in the time domain as opposed to popular full wave techniques such as Finite Element
Method (FEM) and the Method ofMoments (MoM) which work in the frequency domain. This
gives it the unique ability to not only observe steady state conditions on a structure but also all
transient behavior as well. These capabilities will be used to offer a unique approach to the
signal integrity problem using FDTD to study transient coupling between lines carrying
wideband digital pulses and transmission lines carrying sensitive analog signals in both the time
and frequency domains.
The research cited in the literature to date regarding the ground/Vdd bounce problem has
predominantly focused on analyzing rectangular shaped power planes. While there is one
exception given in [8] where irregularly shaped power planes have been addressed the analysis is
based on the TLM method which is both cumbersome since it relies on an equivalent circuit
model approach but it also limits port placement to the grid that is defined to break the power
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plane down into small cells for modeling purposes. A significant contribution of this work is an
analytical method that accurately predicts the resonant frequencies of irregularly shaped power
planes and calculates noise coupled between points on a power plane. In addition it is very
flexible and capable of analyzing more than just power planes. Essentially any resonant
structure, whether it requires arbitrary port placement or just edge port placement can be
analyzed using this technique. In this technique the segmentation method was applied where the
power plane is broken down into a minimum number of pieces. Each segment is then analyzed
using the cavity model with arbitrary port placement, instead of the model given in [28] where
ports are restricted to the outer edge of the plane, which is typically done. These segments are
then combined using an interconnect matrix to obtain the overall response for the irregularly
shaped power plane. There are several advantages of this method over the equivalent circuit
based approaches. It requires a very small number of segments; there is complete freedom in
port placement; and most importantly this analysis uses closed form equations. This leads to a
method that is far less cumbersome than the equivalent circuit model making it more convenient
to program and ultimately faster in its analysis for high frequencies and large power planes. In
this work this method will be used to study commonly used power plane configurations such as
the L-shaped plane and rectangular ring planes. A design methodology for shaping the power
plane is also described so that the designer can avoid unwanted resonances in the frequency
range of interest thereby reducing noise coupling and improving signal integrity.
Signal integrity is quantified in this thesis using the S-parameters of the structure under
consideration. Using the S-parameters, properties such as return loss and insertion loss can be
used to quantify the impact of an impedance mismatch, determine the amount of transmitted
power between two ports, or the degree of isolation between ports.
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1.2 Organization
Chapter 2 discusses the motivation and objective for addressing the signal integrity issues
listed above. An overview of the contributions of this work and the types of problems that can
be addressed are also discussed.
Chapter 3 focuses on the development of the FDTD program including all relevant details on
mesh creation, Maxwell's equations in the discrete form, and the FDTD algorithm. Further
information on the logistics of using FDTD are also discussed including absorbing boundary
conditions, handling boundary conditions, defining a source, defining ports, and post-processing
techniques. A full listing of the FDTD code as well as all necessary documentation on how the
code was implemented is given in appendix B. Appendix C contains the post processing
algorithms written in Matlab.
Chapter 4 goes through the complete derivation of the segmentation technique that will be
used to study irregularly shaped power planes. The algorithm for implementing the segmentation
technique as well as all necessary information for using it is discussed in detail.
Applying these two methods to study coupling between closely spaced transmission lines and
irregularly shaped power planes is the focus of chapter 5. First the performance and validity of
the FDTD code is determined by considering three different test cases. These include an
isotropic source, a 50Q. stripline, and a co-planar waveguide. Signal integrity issues pertaining
to discontinuities and interconnects are addressed by three examples. The first example
considers a co-planar to co-planar via transition where the s-parameters are computed and an
upper frequency limit for the transition is established. The second example studies the coupling
between two closely spaced transmission lines. A complete analysis that includes calculating s-
parameters and the visualization of corrupted RF waveforms in the time domain due to digital
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pulses is presented. The last example uses a three-layer board consisting of two signal layers on
the top and bottom of the board with a ground plane in the middle with transmission lines on the
signal layers and a via connecting them. The s-parameters of this structure are then computed
and a coupling analysis is conducted.
The next set of examples in chapter 5 deals with the grounaWdd bounce problem for
irregularly shaped power planes. L-shaped and rectangular ring shaped power planes are first
considered to verify the accuracy of the method by comparing the S-matrix for these power
planes computed using the segmentation technique to results from a full wave solver. The Z-
parameters between two points on a second L-shaped power plane are computed and compared
with published results. Lastly, the segmentation method is experimentally verified by comparing
results for an L-shape and rectangular ring shaped power plane. Following this an L-shaped
power plane is used to demonstrate a design methodology to reshape a power plane to avoid
unwanted resonances in the frequency range of interest.
Chapter 6 is a conclusion with a summary and discussion of all major contributions of the
present work. Chapter 7 presents possible future work regarding these topics.
Chapter 2: Objective
2 Objective
This research addresses coupling and ground7Vdd bounce and their respective impact on
signal integrity through the use of two independent methods.
Method 1: Numerical technique using the finite difference time domain method to analyze
coupling and discontinuities.
Method 2: Analytical modeling of irregularly shaped power planes using a segmentation
technique in conjunction with a cavity model
Problems that can be addressed are as follows:
(i) Transmission lines placed in close proximity
Input Coupled Region
Output
' Coupled Ports
Fig. 1. Closely Spaced Transmission Lines
(ii) Chip-Package interconnects
Upper Substrate
Center Dielectric
Lower Substrate
Ground Planes
Fig. 2. Chip-Package Interconnect
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(iii) Irregularly shaped power planes
Port 2
Port 1
Port 1
Port 2
T
er, Ur, tan(8)
Fig. 3. L-Shaped Power Plane
d er, |ir, tan(5)
T
Fig. 4. Rectangular Ring Shaped
Power Plane
In all cases the S-matrix is calculated, the coupling is evaluated and it is compared to HFSS.
(iii) Design Methodology
A design methodology is developed where the power plane can be shaped so as to ensure that
the lowest order resonance is beyond the frequency range of interest.
(iv) Experimental Verification
The L-shaped and the rectangular ring shaped power plane, shown in figs. 3 and 4, have
been constructed in the lab and the measured S-matrix has been compared to the predicted values
from the analytical formulation.
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3 Finite Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD)
3.1 Introduction to FDTD
The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method is a numerical technique that can be used
to address signal integrity issues for package level discontinuities and chip-package
interconnects [43, 44, 48, 52, 57, 61 - 63]. FDTD applies a central difference approximation
directly to Maxwell's equations in the time domain. One of the primary benefits to using a time
domain technique over popular frequency domain techniques such as Finite Element Method or
Method ofMoments is the ability for dramatic time domain visualizations of wave propagation
as it progresses in time. Further a wide range of excitations are possible that include transients,
steps, pulse, and sinusoids. In addition transients due to discontinuities, bends, and interconnects
"seen" in the time domain are very valuable to a designer since this gives further insight into
where problem areas are in a design. Furthermore, the method is not limited to the time domain;
frequency domain information can be extracted using a Fourier Transform.
The FDTD method is very flexible and capable of studying microstrip circuitry [45, 60, 63],
3D structures with multilevel interconnect [57], EM wave-device interaction (that is the
inclusion of lumped elements within the mesh) [48, 49, 54, 58], antenna analysis [60, 63], and
also there are techniques for analyzing the scattering of uniform plane waves off of an arbitrary
shaped object [42]. Other applications include the study and modeling of PCB-Package
Interconnect, Package level Vias/discontinuities, chip-package interconnect, chip level
interconnect, and optics [61]. Some of the analysis techniques include voltage source extraction,
E/H-field distributions (steady state and transient), S/Z/Y parameters, equivalent circuit
extraction, effective permittivity, characteristic impedance, antenna input, and radiation
characteristics.
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This chapter gives the details of the theoretical development of the FDTD technique and how
it is implemented for use in this work. It is divided into the following sub-sections:
1 .) Discretization of Space and Time
2.) Maxwell's Equations and the Uniaxial PerfectlyMatched layer (UPML)
3.) Handling Boundary Conditions within the FDTDMesh
4.) Defining a Source
5.) The FDTD Algorithm and Considerations
6.) Analysis Techniques
Appendix B contains a listing of the complete program code implementing the FDTD
method as well as an extensive description on how the program was implemented and how to use
it. Appendix C contains the Matlab scripts for post processing the voltage and current
waveforms obtained during the analysis.
3.2 Discretization ofSpace and Time - Mesh Definition
The development of the FDTD method begins by first dividing the structure under
consideration into discrete cells. In the present work these cells are three-dimensional boxes and
are not necessarily cubic, [39] this allows for proper representation of fine details in one
dimension while using fewer cells in another where finer resolution may not be needed. The
dielectric properties such as relative permittivity, relative permeability, and conductivity are
assumed constant in each cell.
An elemental cell showing the position of the six vector field components is given in fig. 5,
components in light gray are located on adjacent cells. From this figure the following
observations can be made concerning the position of the field components:
1.) Electric field components are defined on the edges of the cell
2.) Magnetic field components are defined normal to the faces of the cell
10
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3.) The distance between two electric or magnetic field components in the same direction is
one unit
4.) The distance between a magnetic field component and an electric field component is a
half of one unit
(i,j,k + l)
(i+ lj,k+ 1)
H*ki
_/
I
? ;
I
->y
(> + l,j,k)
-h;-
Evl
-jfhr
(ijJO
H,
? t-v I, Hz
(i,j + l,k+l)
H4__
F 4/ !
fi+!lj + I,k + 1)
T F
(i,j + l,k)
E,
(i+lj+ l,k)
Field Components with
Position Designators:
Ex(i + '/2,j,k)
Ey(i,j + '/2,k)
Ez(i,j,k + '/2)
Hx(i, j + Vi, k + Vi)
Hy(i + '/2,j,k + !/2)
Hz(i + '/2,j + '/2,k)
Fig. 5. Single FDTD Cell
When the cell in fig. 5 is duplicated in all three directions and appropriate material properties
(8, U, and a) are applied to each it becomes clear how the resulting lattice is arranged to represent
an arbitrary region. In the actual construction of the mesh it is important to extend the electric
field components one cell longer than the magnetic field components, this ensures that the
tangential electric field components exist on each face of the mesh thereby closing the mesh.
Figure 6a-c shows a mesh with dimensions 3x3x3 and the position of the field components in the
x-y, x-z, and y-z planes. It should be noted that the electric field components are not extended by
one cell in their own direction. For example, Ex is extended by one cell in the y and z directions
as shown in fig. 6a and fig. 6b, but due to its half space offset in the x-direction it is not extended
in the x-direction, the same reasoning applies to positioning the Ey and Ez field components.
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Fig. 6. Layout ofField Components in FDTD Mesh
With a discrete mesh now defined a few guidelines must be established when choosing the
dimensions of a cell. The first is to make sure that the mesh represents the smallest feature size
in the structure correctly. Choosing appropriate dimensions for the cells, dx, dy, and dz, is
somewhat at the users discretion but it has been found that allowing for around 10 to 15 cells for
the finest feature size leads to accurate results. The next guideline is not so obvious and arises
directly from the discrete nature of FDTD. Since the mesh is discrete and there is a finite
distance between cells, not all frequencies can be correctly represented. Previous researchers
have determined that the mesh must guarantee that there are at least 10-15 cells per wavelength
of the highest frequency component of interest, otherwise numerical errors will corrupt the
results. This sets an upper bound on cell size, smaller cells can be used however, if the system
contains charges initially, as in the case of semiconductormaterials then there will be a minimum
cell size. If the highest frequency of interest is 50 GHz (A,o = 5.99mm) then the cell spacing
must be at least 0.599mm in all directions and even smaller if a dielectric material is present (by
a factor of ll-sfe^), more cells show better convergence and better visual representation.
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The next task is to set a discrete time step. The choice for the time step is not an arbitrary
one since improper selection of the time step can lead to instability of the FDTD algorithm [39].
The time step is determined by the Courant Stability Criterion and is given in (1).
max
1 1 1
+ -+- (DAc" Ay2 Az2
The value of er is the lowest relative permittivity in the simulation space and can be typically
taken to be 1 unless the simulation space contains only dielectrics of permittivity greater than 1 .
As long as the time step is kept smaller than A^ the simulation will remain stable.
3.3Maxwell's Equations and the Uniaxial PerfectlyMatched Layer (UPML)
Given the above mesh definition only closed structures such as waveguides or resonant
cavities can be analyzed while open structures like microstrip circuitry and antennas cannot.
First off, the FDTD algorithm is a time stepping algorithm. The electric and magnetic field
components are updated on the current time step using the value from the previous time step and
the values of the respective field components it is dependant on as dictated by Maxwell's
equations. Consider fig. 6a and fig. 6c, Maxwell's equations states that the Ey component is
dependent on the Hz and Hx magnetic field components. In the given mesh definition the Hz
components are a half a cell away on both sides of Ey in the x direction while the Hx component
is a half cell away on either side of Ey in the z direction. Updating the Ey components in the
center of the mesh is straightforward. However, in order to update the Ey components that reside
on the outer edges of the mesh like the ones along the y-axis in fig. 6a, an Hz component is
needed that is not defined. This gives the appearance of perfect conducting walls on the edges of
the mesh, and therefore a closed region. If the region needs to go to infinity like the free space
region above a microstrip line however, then it becomes clear that an infinite number of cells
13
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would be needed. The solution to this problem is to apply absorbing boundary conditions to the
edges of the FDTD mesh. This would absorb all outgoing waves thereby giving the appearance
that the mesh extends to infinity [41, 46, 47, 53, 55, 56].
3.3.1 Mesh Organization
The absorbing boundary condition, (ABC) is responsible for terminating the mesh by
absorbing 100% of the waves incident on the mesh boundary regardless of the angle of incidence
thereby giving the appearance that the mesh is an open region. In 1996 a very effective ABC
known as the Uniaxial Perfectly Matched Layer (UPML) [55, 56, 61] was introduced that could
be matched to any arbitrary region. The UPML effectively splits the FDTD mesh into two
regions, an interior domain where the structure to be analyzed is defined and a surrounding
UPML region, fig. 7 illustrates the division of the mesh into these two pieces.
^
Interior-Region
Surrounding UPML
>Outer Boundary ofMesh
Fig. 7. Arrangement ofUPML within the Mesh
The UPML region is defined as a uniaxial anisotropic medium [55], where the permittivity
and permeability are defined as tensors (2).
=
S..S,y z 0 0
sx
0 SXSZ
Sy
0
0 0
My
H
v. 0 0
Sx
0 SXSZ 0
0 0 s*sy
(2)
With sx, sy, and sz defined as,
14
s. = *, +
JOJ0
Sy = K +
jd)0
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(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
](oeQ
In (3) kx, ky, and kz are constants and typically have a value of 1 and rjx, ay, and oz are the
conductivities of the anisotropic medium. A detailed discussion of these quantities is given in the
next section. This yields the following form for Maxwell's equations in a lossy anisotropic
medium:
VxH = jox0ir (co)eE (4a)
VxE = -jojpQprpH (4b)
Where the complex permittivity of the interior region is defined by,
ir(oj) =r+ (5)
The complete derivation for the equation set used in the FDTD program is given in appendix-
A with the final equation set given in (7a) - (7p). This set of equations shows an extra six
equations in (7a) - (If) labeled as the P and P vectors. These vectors, resulting in the
manipulation of (4a), have no physical meaning and are simply implemented as a matter of
mathematical convenience. Since the derivation begins in the frequency domain as seen in (4) an
inverse Fourier transform must be performed on Maxwell's equations to bring them into the time
domain. To avoid a convolution that would unnecessarily complicate things, two auxiliary
vectors, P and P , are defined as given in (6). This means that computing the E field is a three-
step procedure, first P will be solved for in terms of H , second P is solved in terms of P , and
finally E is found using P .
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P=-^E.
Py=^Ey
p = ^L^E
(6a)
(6b)
(6c)
Px= Pz (6d)
Py=~PY (6e)
/_= /_ (6f)
5.
P =-s-_? (6g)
(6h)
PZ=^EZ (6i)
5,
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Chapter 3: Finite Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD)
3.3.3 Setting up the UPML and Calculating its Parameters
The previous section of this chapter showed the development of the finite difference form of
Maxwell's equations. This section will show how to structure the UPML within the mesh and
how to optimize the layers within the UPML for best performance. As seen in sections 3.3.1 the
UPML ABC requires the definition of the following two vectors:
k = [kx ky kz] (18)
CT = [cr. ay az] (19)
In the FDTD program shown in appendix B the UPML is turned off in the middle portion of the
mesh and turned on only along the edges. To turn off the UPML (18) should be set to one and
(19) to zero. Turning on the UPML requires that (19) be set to a value other than 0, and (18) be
set to a value greater than or equal to 1 .
The structure of the UPML consists of the seven different regions as shown in fig. 8 14
where the k and (7 vectors are assigned. While it is true that the ABC is called a 'Uniaxial'
perfectly matched layer which would mean that the k and a vectors would vary in only one
direction, this is only true along the planar faces of the mesh. The corner regions require that the
k and <7 vectors vary in more than one direction.
z
A
w
\
->y
Fig. 8. UPML absorbers at xmjn
and xmax mesh surfaces
ymin
Fig. 9. UPML absorbers at yn
and ymax mesh surfaces
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z
? z nax
/
a y
/ /
W
(ymin, Zmax)
(ymin; Zmin),
Zmin
(ymax, ZmaxJ
(ymax, ZmjnJ
Fig. 10. UPML absorbers at
zmin and zmax mesh surfaces
Fig. 1 1 . UPML absorbers overlapping
ymin, ymax, zmin, and zmax mesh regions
(Xmax, Zmax)
(Xmin, Zmax)
(Xmin, Zmin)
Xmax, Zmin)
Fig. 12. UPML absorbers overlapping
Xmin, xmax, zmin, and zmax mesh regions
(Xmin, ymin)
(Xmin, ymax)
(Xmax, ymin)
\Xmax, ymax)
Fig. 13. UPML absorbers overlapping
Xmin, xmax, ymin, and ymax mesh regions
(Xmin, ymin, Zmax)
(Xmax, ymin, Zmax)
(Xmin, ymin, Zmjn)
(Xmax, ymin, Zmin)
(Xmin, ymax, Zmax)
(Xmax, ymax, Zmax)
(Xmin, ymax, Zmin)
Fig. 14. UPML absorbers overlapping Xmin,
xmax, ymin, ymax, z^n, and zmax mesh regions
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k and o are defined as vectors normal to the surface of the mesh. For example, in fig. 8 the
oy and rjz components are set to zero and the ox component is the only one that is assigned a
value. For a corner region where two planar faces meet, as the one shown in fig. 1 1, the oy and
oz components are assigned a value while the ox component remains zero. In the corner regions
where three planar faces meet, like the one shown in fig. 14, all three components of the
conductivity are assigned a value. Similar assignment is made to the k vector except it is set to
1 , instead of zero, when it is held constant. Table 1 shows what vector components are assigned
a value for a certain region in the UPML:
Region Component Values Corresponding Figure
xmin, xmax mesh surfaces cjx - varied kx - varied
Oy = 0 ky = 1
oz = 0 kz = 1
Fig. 8
ymin, ymax mesh surfaces ax = 0 kx = 1
oy - varied ky - varied
oz = 0 kz = 1
Fig. 9
Zmin, Zmax mesh surfaces ox = 0 kx = 1
Oy = 0 ky = 1
oz - varied kz - varied
Fig. 10
Intersection ofY and Z
planes (planes of constant
X)
ox = 0 kx = 1
oy - varied ky - varied
oz - varied kz - varied
Fig. 11
Intersection ofX and Z
planes (planes of constant
Y)
ox - varied kx - varied
Oy = 0 ky = 1
oz - varied kz - varied
Fig. 12
Intersection ofX and Y
planes (planes of constant
Z)
Ox - varied kx - varied
oy - varied ky - varied
oz = 0 kz = 1
Fig. 13
Eight Corners of the Mesh ox - varied kx - varied
oy - varied ky - varied
oz - varied kz - varied
Fig. 14
Center Region ofMesh ox = 0 kx = 1
Oy = 0 ky = 1
oz = 0 kz = 1
Table 1 . UPML Parameter Definition
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To compensate for the discrete nature of the mesh a conductivity profile has to be introduced
into the k and a vectors so that the UPML will absorb all outbound waves. This profile will
start with a low conductivity, which increases in deeper layers of the UPML with the outermost
edge of the FDTD mesh defined as a perfect conductor. There are a number of ways one could
generate this profile where the most common methods use a polynomial grading profile or a
geometric grading profile. In the present work the polynomial grading profile is used.
The reflection error is defined in (20) [61],
/?(#) = e-2fT^cosW (20)
where ow is the conductivity of the UPML, r| is the wave impedance of the UPML, d is the
thickness of the UPML, w refers to the direction of motion, and 6 is the angle of incidence.
With the UPML graded, then the total conductivity ow is obtained by integrating the conductivity
profile along the width of the UPML,
d
o~w = $o-w(p)dp (21)
0
where ow(p) for polynomial grading is defined by,
<r(P) = <r.pmax
\dj
(22)
where opmax is the maximum conductivity in the UPML.
Using equations (21) into (22) and performing the integral equation (20) reduces to the
following,
^ffpmax
-2ndcos(&y-
R(6) = e (m+1) (23)
Rearranging (23) for opmax gives,
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pmax
(m + \)\n(R(6))
2t]dcos(0)
(24)
At this point it is worth mentioning that the choice of opmax is governed by (24), while there
are no restrictions on the choice of kmax. It has been found that the choice of k has little effect on
the performance of the UPML while the correct choice of the parameters to compute opmax is
critical to the performance of the UPML.
The following set of equations that should be used to compute the k and o profile within the
UPML are as follows,
(m + \)\n(R(d))-Jer
pmax
2770dcos(i9)
aw(u) = o-ul
1 u
\d j
*00 = ! + (*__ -l)
' u N
v;
(25)
(26)
(27)
When defining the UPML parameters, it is important to realize that the grading profile
should not be too steep, that is the conductivity should not increases too rapidly since this will
result in significant reflections off each layer. Also, since the UPML is backed by a PEC the
conductivity profile cannot be too shallow either, since total reflection will occur at the edges of
the mesh. The user must ensure that the polynomial order and the depth of the UPML are
satisfactory for the analysis. Typically a polynomial order of 3 or 4 and a depth of 10 cells
worked well with a reflection error of -16 at an angle of incidence of0 [61].
3.4 The FDTDAlgorithm
The FDTD algorithm is a straightforward procedure. Frequency domain simulators assume
steady state conditions from the start, which is not the case for time domain simulators. This
26
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means that all transient waveforms need to be measured and are required when calculating
frequency domain responses. Therefore the simulation needs to run until the response goes to
zero, or until a steady state condition exists, if the simulation is terminated prior to this then
incorrect results will be obtained.
At the start of the simulation all field values are initially zero, the algorithm then follows this
procedure:
1 .) Increment time step
2.) Apply present excitation value to port 1
3.) Compute Hn + Vl field values (Hx, Hy, and H2) using FD equations
4.) Compute En+1 field value (Ex, Ey, and Ez) using FD equations
5.) Enforce boundary conditions where necessary
6.) Save fields for later analysis
7.) Continue from step 1 until the response goes to zero
3.5 Defining a Source
The FDTD technique is flexible enough to allow for a variety of different sources including a
broadband Gaussian (28), continuous sinusoid (29), step function (30), and a bandpass gaussian
pulse (31). In a frequency domain simulator the simulation must be run for each frequency in the
frequency range of interest. One advantage to using a time domain simulator is that the
simulation only needs to be run once to obtain results for a broad range of frequencies as long as
an appropriate signal is used to excite the circuit. A sinusoidal signal would be a poor choice
since it contains only one frequency component and information gathered would be valid for that
frequency only, an impulse would be ideal however since the results obtained would be valid at
all frequencies. Since the mesh itself has frequency limitations and is valid only for frequencies
where there are at least 10-15 cells per wavelength an appropriate input signal would be the
broadband impulse given in (28).
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f(t) = E0e^T) (28)
In (28) T is the width of the pulse and t0 is the time delay, which should be made approximately
three times larger than T to ensure the pulse starts at a value close to zero. The width of the
pulse should be chosen so that the highest frequency of interest is reasonably represented in the
pulse with a level approximately at -45dB.
While a broadband Gaussian pulse is excellent for obtaining the response of a structure over
a wide frequency range, other excitations still serve a purpose. The sinusoidal excitation (29)
can be used to observe steady state conditions for filters or couplers. The step response of a
system can be obtained using (30), and a bandpass gaussian pulse (31) makes it possible to
analyze a structure over a selected frequency range.
f(t) = Eosm{2tft + 0) (29)
fit)
r- in t < t0Ece{ '
(30)
E t>t0
f(t) = E0e l
T '
sm{27rf(t-t0)) (31)
3.5.1 MethodsforApplying the Source to theMesh
There are two methods for applying a source to the mesh, a hard source or a soft source. A
hard source is applied to the mesh by forcing the E-field at the source plane to the present value
of the excitation signal. For example, if the present value of a Ez component under a microstrip
line in the source plane is 5.4 (V/m) and the the present value of the excitation is 2.34 (Vim) then
after applying the excitation the new value of the Ez component will be 2.34 (V/m). This process
overwrites the value of the E-field in the source plane thereby destroying any information that
was previously there. A soft source on the other hand preserves the information at the source
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plane by adding the present excitation value to the present field value at the location of the
source, that is the value of the Ez component would be 7.74 (V/m).
3.5.2 Exciting Common Transmission Line Structures
Applying the excitation to the structure is straightforward and is based on the fields are
distributed in an actual structure. For a microstrip line the Ez components in a plane under the
microstrip line should be excited as shown in fig. 15. As for the co-planar waveguide the Ex
components on either side of the signal line are excited making sure to take into account the
direction of the field. In fig. 1 6 the Ex components on the left side of the signal line are negative
while those on the right side are positive. The method to excite a stripline is shown in fig. 17.
This is similar to that for a co-planar waveguide except the Ez components above and below the
center signal line are excited.
Substrate Microstrip Line
,___
\^u
Excite Ez Components between
the microstrip line and ground
Fig. 15. Applying an Excitation to aMicrostrip Line
"7
Substrate
Signal Line
__V
Excite Ex Components between
the microstrip line and ground
Fig. 16. Applying an Excitation to a Co-planarWaveguide
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Substrate
KGround
Planes
'
Excite Ez Components between the
center signal line and ground planes
Fig. 17. Applying an Excitation to a Stripline
The most effective way to set up a source on a transmission line is to apply a soft source to a
point that is only a few cells in front of the UPML therefore establishing a forward and backward
traveling wave. The forward traveling wave will enter the structure and the backward traveling
wave will enter the UPML and simply be absorbed. When sampling the waveform on the
feedline of the structure take the port to be in front of the plane of the source, not directly at the
source plane. This is required because the method used to excite the transmission lines that was
just discussed assumes a perfect TEM mode when in reality there will be fringing around the
line. Sampling at a certain distance in front of the source plane will allow the correct field
distribution to establish around the transmission line and ensure that the dominant mode is
recorded.
3.6 Boundary Conditions
In this section the proper way to handle boundary conditions is discussed.
3.6.1 Dielectric-Dielectric Boundary
At dielectric-dielectric boundaries there are no free charges available to generate a surface
charge density or a current density. This makes the boundary conditions at a dielectric-dielectric
boundary those shown in (32):
En=ElZ (32a)
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^En]=2E2 (32b)
plHnl=p2Hn2 (33c)
Hn=H,2 (33d)
Referring to the mesh defined in fig. 6a-c it can be seen that all dielectric-dielectric
boundaries will have only tangential E-field components and normal H-field components on
them. The tangential E-field is continuous across this boundary however; the normal H-field is
not. Due to this, only materials with a relative permeability of one will be considered. The
tangential E-field, while being continuous across the boundary still creates a small problem.
Consider a dielectric-dielectric boundary that lies in the xy plane, then the field components that
would exist on the boundary are given in fig. 6a. The tangential electric field components that
exist on the boundary are calculated using the Hz values that exist on the boundary and the Hx
and Hy components that lie on either side of the boundary. This leads to an ambiguity for the
dielectric constant that should be used when updating the E-field components that exist on the
boundary. The proper way of handling this boundary is to use the average of the er values for
field components on the boundary [44].
3.6.2 Dielectric-PECBoundary
For simulation purposes all metal will be assumed to be perfect conductors and the boundary
conditions are given in (34).
=0 (34a)
^En]=ps (34b)
pHn] =0 (34c)
Hn =JS (34d)
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Using fig. 6 it can again be shown that the only field components that exist on a dielectric-
metal boundary are tangential E-field components and normal H-field components, for example
on boundaries that are in the xy planes, Ex and Ey are the tangential electric field components and
Hz is the normal magnetic field component. Based on (34) Ex, Ey, and Hz need to be forced to
zero to define a metal boundary in the xy plane, and similarly for metal boundaries located in
other planes. Since there is no normal E or tangential H components at the metal boundary
nothing more needs to be considered here.
3. 7Analysis Techniques
Using the S-parameters, Y and Z parameters can be calculated that can then be used to
develop equivalent circuits. To determine the S-parameters of a given circuit the incident,
reflected, and transmitted waveforms must first be obtained. The reflected waveform is a little
more difficult to obtain than the transmitted waveform since it typically has the incident
waveform overlapping it. Furthermore, because of fringing and losses that can occur along the
feedline of the structure the incident waveform at port 1 does not always look exactly like the
ideal waveforms of (28) - (31). Removing the incident waveform from the reflected can be
accomplished by performing two simulation runs instead of one. The first is the regular
simulation of the structure with the excitation and the port locations placed wherever the
designer wishes. In the second simulation the feedline is extended straight to the far wall of the
mesh. In this simulation the structure is erased except for the dielectrics. The second simulation
would show the incident waveform in the absence of the structure. Subtracting the resulting
incident waveform obtained in the second simulation from the waveform at port 1 from the first
simulation gives the reflected waveform. Next the time domain waveforms need to be converted
to the frequency domain using a Fourier Transform. Using (35) the Sjk parameter can be
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determined where Vk is the fourier transform of the incident wave, Vj is fourier transform of the
reflected or transmitted waveform, Z0,k is the impedance of the input feedline as a function of
frequency and Z0j is the impedance of the output line as a function of frequency [61].
, 3{V,-(<)} KM
* ~WMi^~W) (35)
Also of interest are the voltage and current waveforms at a given port. The calculation of the
voltage and current waveforms requires the following integrals in (36 - 37) to be computed
numerically.
V = Jj_5 _// (36)
i
I = <$Hdl (37)
The voltage and current can be used to compute the characteristic impedance of a transmission
line by (38),
Z0(ffl)= V ,J, (38)
3{/(t,*,_)}
It should be noted that (38) is very sensitive to non-TEM modes. If the wave is not TEM
then the above equation will give erroneous results. Also, (38) is the standard way of computing
the impedance of a transmission line however; it does need to be modified to the form given in
(39) to compensate for the offset that exists between the E and H field components as well as the
time offset of half a step between them [50, 51].
joAt
3{V(t,xi}e'^r
Z0(a)) = -TT
,J
=-; (39)
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4 AnalyticalModeling of Irregularly Shaped Power Planes
4.1 Introduction
A major concern in mixed signal IC design is the excitation of resonant modes within a
power plane cavity and the resulting noise coupling due to a process known as ground/Vdd
bounce. To avoid coupling between digital and RF circuitry in mixed signal applications,
rectangular power planes are divided into irregular shapes. In the present work an analytical
method is developed for irregularly shaped power planes to predict noise coupling and power
plane resonance using a segmentation technique [32, 33] in conjunction with the cavity model.
This technique was originally developed to study planar microstrip and stripline circuitry
such as power dividers, step junctions, and microstrip bends. The present work uses the same
technique for the analysis of irregularly shaped power planes where the geometry is divided into
rectangular segments. The response of each segment is determined individually using the cavity
model given in appendix D and then re-combined to obtain the response of the original
irregularly shaped power plane. The cavity model implemented here is based on a closed form
equation using Green's function for a rectangular cavity with perfect magnetic walls [10], the full
derivation of this model is well known and given in appendix D.
Irregular shaped power planes have been analyzed using techniques such as full wave
solvers, the transmission line matrix method (TLM), and the distributed lumped element (RLC)
method [7]. The latter two of these techniques requires the power plane to be divided into
numerous discrete cells with each cell modeled using a transmission line equivalent circuit. This
places restrictions on port placement and can lead to large demands on computer resources as the
frequency is increased.
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The present method requires very few segments with each piece modeled by the cavity
model. This approach saves both time and computer resources. The accuracy of this technique
is established using full wave solvers as will be shown. The next section outlines the theory and
implementation for the segmentation method as applied to irregularly shaped power planes. A
discussion on the use of the technique and a few considerations for setting up the interconnect
matrix are also given.
4.2 Segmentation Technique
This section will demonstrate the use of the segmentation technique for the analysis of
irregularly shaped power planes. In this method the irregular shape is segmented into a set of
elementary shapes such as rectangles each having a closed form solution. The number of
elementary shapes is kept to a minimum, being sure to include segments at corners to account for
discontinuity effects. Ports are then defined along the adjacent sides and on the interior of the
elementary pieces and an interconnect matrix is defined to recreate the overall shape. The
overall response of the shape can be determined using the S-parameters for each segment,
obtained using the cavity model, and the interconnect matrix.
To begin the development, consider the L-shaped power plane shown in fig. 18, where two
ports are placed on the interior of the power plane, labeled port k and port /. It should be noted
that the segmentation method can actually handle an n number of interior ports, although for the
purpose of discussion only two are considered here. These two ports can be considered as points
where the power pin of digital or RF circuitry attaches to the power plane. Each is associated
with an impedance so that the cavity is loaded.
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Port it
V
V
Port/
Fig. 18. L-Shaped Power Plane
Once the position of the interior ports has been defined the power planes are segmented. As
a clarification, segmenting the power plane does not mean that it is divided into numerous
discrete cells as is done in the transmission line matrix method and full wave solvers. Instead, it
requires that the geometry be divided into an optimum number of segments. Figure 19 shows the
segmentation of an L-shaped power plane into the segments labeled a, (3, and y, where |_ is
required to account for discontinuities in the corner region. Later in this section there is further
discussion on choosing the optimal number of segments for an irregular power plane.
Port/
Fig 19. Segmented L-Shaped Power Plane
The dotted line represents the boundaries between segments. To consider the interaction
between each of these segments a set of interconnecting ports are placed along these boundaries
as shown in fig. 20. Each of these ports has a finite width in one dimension and together covers
the entire boundary between segments. In order to calculate the S-matrix of each segment, a
characteristic impedance is required for the interconnecting ports. This can be assigned any
value as long as it is the same for all ports.
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Portk
a
Interconnecting
Ports
Port/
Fig 20. Interconnecting Ports between Segments
To illustrate the above, fig. 21 shows a microstrip bend composed of three segments where
the length of the boundary between segment a and (3 is 1cm long. If this boundary is represented
by 5 ports then each port will be 0.2cm wide in the x-dimension and have no width in the y-
dimension. The common boundary between segment #2 and #3 shows how to arrange the ports.
Segment ex
0.2cm
-t~t-t-t-
12 3 4 5
Segment (3 Segment 7
Fig. 21. Creating Ports along a Common Boundary between Segments
After the interior ports are defined and the ports along the common boundaries between
segments are set the interconnections between the segments have to be defined. This is done
using a matrix called the interconnect matrix. This matrix is responsible for
'stitching'
the
segments back together to obtain the final composite response. A graphical representation of the
interconnect matrix is shown in fig. 22 using the L-shaped power plane from fig. 20 with 4 ports
on each of the common boundaries between segments.
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Interconnect Matrix
lp
2p
2p
N
a*
ai
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i
Pn+1
Pm+n
7/
Yi
(a) (b)
Fig 22. Graphical Representation of the Interconnect Matrix
All incident and reflected waves are defined relative to the interconnect matrix and are shown
in fig. 23.
Interconnect Matrix
aip .
bip
a2P
b2P
lp
2p
N
(Xi
On
i
Pn+1
Pm+n
7/
7i
a
b
Fig 23. Direction of Incident and Reflected Waves
Relative to InterconnectMatrix
The interconnect network is a fictitious network linking the segments together so that the
composite response of the final geometry can be obtained. In the interconnect matrix for the L-
shaped plane from fig. 22, ports a! and pi for example are directly connected. During the
analysis any outgoing waves from port cti become incident waves at port pi and vice versa. This
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is done for pair of ports including the two interior ports, ak and y. In order to interface with the
interior ports however, two fictitious ports labeled lp and 2p in the diagram are necessary,
otherwise the interior ports would be locked inside the interconnect matrix with no way to access
them. There is a direct connection between ports lp and a* as well as between ports 2p and% so
that any external excitation applied to port lp is also incident on a* and likewise for port 2p and
y,. The objective now is to obtain the s-matrix between ports a* and yt. Since ports lp and 2p
are the same as ports ak and yt the final result would be a 2x2 matrix.
To begin, the s-matrix for the interconnect matrix is defined in (40).
V
K a2p
\ = [sN] ax
K_ -an.
(40)
The element values of [SN ] are not arbitrary. Since the connections between adjacent ports on
common boundaries between segments are direct connections as stated above, all power leaving
a port on one segment is incident on the connecting port on the next segment. Therefore,
whenever a connection between ports is present, in the interconnect matrix the element value is
1 . The element value is 0 if there is no connection between the two ports or if the port number is
the same, since a port cannot be connected to itself. The rules for assigning element values are
summarized in (41) where i and j denote the row and column index respectively.
fcl =
I ports i and j connected
0 ports i and j not connected
0, i = j
(41)
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Since ports lp and 2p in the interconnect network are directly connected to ports a* and ji
respectively, the S-matrix for the interconnect network can be written as,
Kl
'
0 0 s:
0 0 s2
k si s_
(42)
Where SiT and S2T are the transpose of Si and S2.
The matrix is essentially divided into three pieces in this form. Section one is the upper left hand
corner of [SN \ , which will always contain zeros since there will never be a direct connection
between the ports placed on the interior of the power plane. The second section is labeled as Sn
where the interconnection between all ports on common boundaries between adjacent segments
is defined. This excludes the connections between the interior ports and the fictitious lp and 2p
ports. The third section is comprised of the first two columns and first two rows of the
[SN] matrix where two new vectors labeled Si and S2 are defined. The element values of the S]
and S2 vectors all zeros except at the
kth
and
/,h
element respectively where the value is 1 as
shown in (43a) and (43b). These vectors define the connection between the internal ports on the
power plane and the fictious ports lp and 2p.
(43a)
(43b)
As mentioned earlier since ports lp and 2p are directly connected to ports k and / the
following relationships are true,
5, = [0 0 0 ... 1 ... 0 0 0]
k
s7 = [0 0 0 ... 1 ... 0 0 0]
/
hP=ai
Using (40), the following can be obtained from (42) and (43),
(44)
(45)
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V a,
b2
= fcj a2
A_ _a_
+ S, a, -(-.Sjalp ' ^2"2p (46)
The relationship between the incident and reflected power with respect to the interconnect
network can also be written in terms of the S-matrices of the individual segments as shown in
(47).
(47)
<h V
a2
= isc] b2
-". A_
In (47) [Sc\ is the composite matrix consisting of the S-matrices of each segment.
This matrix is defined in (48) where the S-matrix of each segment is placed on the diagonal.
The S-parameters for each segment are computed using the cavity model defined in appendix D.
[s,]-
sa 0
0 sP 0
0 0 s7_
(48)
The composite matrix is the first step in obtaining the final 2x2 S-matrix for the irregularly
shaped power plane. Substituting for [b] from (47) into (46) gives the following.
[ser
Rearranging (49) yields the following,
<h a,
a2
= [sj a2
J1". _a.
+ Sla}p+S2ra2p (49)
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a, a\
a2
= lsjsn] a2
__
-an_
+ lScls?a.+ST2a2p] (50)
and moving the [a]vector to the left hand side finally gives,
a,
a,
{l-lSc}[SnT[Sc][s?alp+ST2a2p] (51)
where [/] is the identity matrix.
Defining a [t] matrix as given in (52) gives the final result in (53).
T = [l-ScSn]~1[Sc] (52)
a.
= TSfaip+TS2a2p (53)
The S-matrix between ports a* and y/ for an irregularly shaped power plane are contained in
(53). The elements of the Sj and S2 vectors are 0 except at the
klh
and
/th location respectively.
When multiplied by the T vector this will extract the
klh
and
Ith
columns. Lastly, using the
relationships from (44) and (45) the final S-matrix can be extracted from the T-matrix as shown
in (54) and (55).
biP=ak =Tkkaip+Tk,a2p
b2P=ai=Tika\p+Tiia
2p
(54)
(55)
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When expressed in matrix form (54) and (55) become,
'ip
'2p
T T1kk 1kl
T T1ik 1u.
(56)
Which is equivalent to the S-matrix of the power plane as shown in (57).
j,, Sl2
S2i S22
(57)
Therefore the final response of the system can be extracted directly from the T-matrix defined in
(52) by simply taking the elements that occur at the intersection of the it* and /th rows with the k^1
/th
and / columns.
As noted earlier the development shown here demonstrates the method when the irregularly
shaped power plane has two internal excitation ports so the final matrix is 2x2 as shown by (56).
The method can be extended to an arbitrary number of internal ports so that the final S-matrix
has dimensions of nxn.
The algorithm for implementing the segmentation technique in conjunction with the cavity
model is straightforward and follows the derivation given above and can be summarized by the
following as seven basic steps as follows,
1 . Segment the structure into a set of elementary shapes
2. Define ports between the segments
3. Compute the [S] matrices for each segment
4. Combine [S] matrices into a single matrix to form the composite S-matrix, [Sc]
5. Generate the interconnect matrix [Sn]
6. Compute the [T] matrix using the [Sc] and [Sn]
7. Extract the kk, kl, Ik, and // elements from the [T] matrix to form the final [S]
matrix for the power plane
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A few things still need to be considered that can affect the accuracy of the results. This will
be the topic for the next section.
4.3 Considerations when Using the SegmentationMethod
The methodology described above can lead to incorrect results caused by not allowing
convergence of the cavity model and/or the segmentation method and by improper segmentation
of the power plane. There are three variables that can be controlled to guarantee accurate results,
these are including a sufficient number of terms to allow convergence of the cavity model,
placing an adequate number of ports between segments to again allow convergence of the
segmentation method, and segmenting the power plane into enough segments to account for
corner discontinuity effects. This section will investigate the impact of each of these by
conducting three types of analysis where two of the variables mentioned above are held constant
while the third is varied. Comparisons are made to the full wave solver HFSS. A set of general
rules is then presented to guarantee accuracy when using this technique. In each analysis the L-
shaped power plane given in fig. 24 is considered.
Port 2 -(1.7, 0.25) cm
I
viL
2 cm
L5cm.
.5 cm
5p:m
er = 4.0
2 cm
(a)
Port 1 -C0.1. 1.9) cm
(b)
Fig. 24. L-Shaped Power Plane for Convergence Analysis (a)
Planar view ofL-Shaped Plane (b) Port Locations
This power plane has a substrate thickness of 5|im and a dielectric constant of 4.0. Two ports
are placed on the power plane at (0.1, 1.9) cm and (1.7, 0.25) cm.
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4.3.1 Number ofTerms Requiredfor Convergence of the CavityModel
The number of terms included in the cavity model summation needs to be considered first
because the cavity model is used to compute the response of each segment independent of the
rest. If the cavity model is giving erroneous results then there is no way to obtain correct results
when the segmentation technique is applied. The first variable that needs to be determined when
performing an analysis of an irregular shaped power plane is the number of terms that will be
included in the summation. The analysis presented here considers an L-shaped power plane, a
single rectangular cavity could have been used to see how the number of terms included in the
summation affects the results however this has been done and is understood [10]. The intent
here is to show how it affects results when using the segmentation technique.
This analysis will investigate the impact that the number of terms included in the cavity
model summation has on the convergence of the results for the L-shaped plane of fig. 24. In this
analysis the number of ports between segments and the number of segments are held constant
while the number of terms included in the cavity model summation is varied. The power plane is
divided into three segments as shown in fig. 25 with 10 ports between the segments.
Portl"
#2 ! #3
Port 2
Fig 25. Segmented L-Shaped Power Plane
Three test cases are considered with the first one summed over the first 121 terms, the second
one summed over the first 2601 terms, and the last run for the first 10201 terms. Sn and S2i are
given in fig. 26 and fig. 27 respectively, where the results are compared with HFSS (dotted line).
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Fig. 26. Sn for L-Shaped Plane Showing Convergence
Based on Number ofTerms
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Fig. 27. S21 for L-Shaped Plane Showing Convergence
Based on Number of Terms
It is seen that as the number of terms included in the sum is increased the results approach the
expected solution. The first resonant frequency computed using the full wave solver occurs at
3.6166GHz. When only summing over the first 121 terms segmentation predicts the first
resonant mode occurring at 3.6725GHz, which is in error by only 1.5% relative to the full wave
solver. When the number of terms is increased to 2601 the first resonant frequency moves to
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3.624GHz, which is in error by only 0.2% with a small increase in computational time. When
the number of terms is increased again to include the first 10201 terms of the summation
however, the location of the first resonant frequency is improved further and now occurs at
3.6175GHz, which lines up very well with the results from the full wave solver. The error now
is only 0.025%. This is of course the expected behavior (since the method is using an infinite
series to model the segments) and the intent here is demonstrate the behavior and accuracy of the
model when the number of terms included in the summation is reduced. Note in fig. 26 and fig.
27, that when only the first 121 terms are summed the results are only off by 1.5%, furthermore
the level of Sn and S21 has been established at -17.5dB. Whether or not this amount of error is
acceptable is a judgment call, however it should be stated that the amount of time required for
the analysis does increase as the number of terms included in the summation increases.
The results, given in fig. 28, show the percent error between the first resonant frequency
found using the segmentation technique and HFSS. As the number of terms included in the
summation is increased the percent error in the result decreases quite rapidly up to the first 200
terms. After this an increase in the number of terms results in an improvement that falls at a
steadier rate.
2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000
Num ber of Term s Included in Summation
Fig. 28. Percent Error In First Resonant Frequency as a Function of the
number ofTerms Included in the Summation
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To demonstrate how the number of terms impacts the convergence at higher frequencies an
analysis is conducted where the number of terms included in the summation is varied from 121
to 10201 with a frequency range of 3.5GHz to 8GHz and the percent error is calculated with
respect to HFSS. The results of these simulations are given in fig. 29. Where the percent error is
plotted as a function of the frequency and the number of terms in the summation. The graph was
created using three of the resonant terms below 8GHz.
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Fig. 29. Percent Error as a Function of Frequency and the number of
Terms Included in the Summation
As seen in the graph the error at higher frequencies is greater than at lower frequencies,
which is as expected. As the number of terms is increased the error reduces and the lines begin
to flatten which implies that as the number of terms is increased the error over the entire
frequency range approaches zero. However, note that the error at higher frequencies still
remains higher than at lower frequencies even when the number of terms included in the
summation is high. This indicates that more terms will be required at higher frequencies. The
results presented in fig. 29 can be used as a guideline for the L-shaped power plane when
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determining how many terms need to be included. For other types of geometry it may be
necessary to verify results at higher frequencies by comparing with HFSS to ensure that enough
terms are included in the summation.
4.3.2 Number ofInterconnecting Ports Requiredfor Convergence of the Segmentation Method
This part of the analysis will investigate the impact of the number of interconnecting ports
between adjacent segments on the convergence of the result. The number of ports between
segments needs to be established before the optimum number of segments is determinant for an
irregularly shaped power plane. To facilitate this the number of terms included in the cavity
model summation is now fixed at 10201 and the number of segments are held constant. The L-
shaped plane in fig. 24 is used again where it is divided into three segments as shown in fig. 25.
Three cases are considered where a different number of ports are placed between segments in
each case. In the first case there was 1 port between segments, in the second case 5 ports and in
the third case 10 ports. In fig 30 and fig. 31 Sn and S21 are shown respectively and are compared
with HFSS (dotted line).
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10 Ports
3.5 3.55 3.6 3.65 3.7
Frequency (GHz)
Fig. 31. S21 for L-Shaped Plane Showing Convergence
Based on Number of Ports Between Segments
It is clearly seen that as the number of ports between segments is increased the comparison
improves. When only one port is placed between segments the first resonant frequency occurs at
3.447GHz as opposed to 3.6166GHz using the full wave solver. This corresponds to an error of
4.7% relative to the full wave solver. When the number of ports is increased to 5 however, the
accuracy improves greatly and the first resonant mode is found at 3.61GHz. This is in error by
only 0.18% relative to the full wave solver. Increasing the number of ports to 10 improves the
results further still. The first resonant mode occurs at 3.6165GHz with 10 ports, which is off by
only 0.003%. It is also worth noting that even with only 1 port between segments the levels of
Sn and S21 are established at around -15dB and does not vary much as the number of ports is
increased.
The percent error as a function of the number of ports between segments is shown in fig. 32.
To avoid any guesswork in determining how many ports to place between segments a guideline
can be established that when followed will minimize error.
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Fig. 32. Percent Error In First Resonant Frequency as a Function
of the number of Ports between Segments
If an error of 0.15% is taken to be an acceptable amount then according to the fig. 32
between 5 and 6 are needed between adjacent segments as shown by the dotted line. At the
resonant frequency, which is 3.6166GHz for this power plane, the wavelength in this dielectric is
4.14cm. If 5 ports are taken between segments then each port must be 0.3cm wide using the
segmentation scheme shown in fig. 25. This corresponds to 13.8 ports/wavelength, or roughly
15 ports/wavelength. So, in general about 15 ports per wavelength are required to obtain
accurate results. Formulating this observation gives (58), which can be used to compute the
necessary port width for a desired maximum frequency, where A is the port width in meters.
A =
15^/_
(58)
When using this equation, if a fraction of a port is needed always round up to the next nearest
whole number to guarantee good results.
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4.3.3 Proper Segmentation Techniques to Accountfor CornerDiscontinuities
It has been observed that incorrect results can be obtained if the power plane is not
segmented properly to account for corner discontinuity effects. For this analysis the number of
terms included in the cavity model summation is fixed at 10201 and the number of ports between
segments is fixed at 10. The L-shaped power plane from fig. 24 will be considered to
demonstrate how improper segmentation affects the results. Two possible segmentation schemes
are shown in fig. 33 where one shows the L-shaped power plane divided into three segments and
the other is into two segments.
(a)
Fig 33. Two Possible Segmentation Schemes for an L-Shaped Power Plane
(a) Three-Piece Segmentation (b) Two-Piece Segmentation
The results for Sn are shown in fig. 34 and are compared to a full wave solver, which is
shown as the dotted line. Using the two piece segmentation scheme may seem appealing since it
will reduce the total number of ports required to model the entire power plane however, as
shown in the figure the results will be in error. The two-piece segmentation scheme shows the
first resonant frequency occurring at 3.67 1GHz, which is off by 1.5% relative to the full wave
solver. Using the three-piece segmentation from fig. 33a shows excellent results that compare
very well with the full wave solver, as discussed in the previous two sections. One possible
reason for the discrepancy between the two segmentation schemes is that the corner is not being
properly modeled. Adding one more segment to model the corner section individually yields the
correct results.
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Fig. 34. Sn Comparison for different Segmentation Schemes
Placing an extra segment where discontinuity effects can be expected such as corners can be
applied to alternate power plane configurations such as the rectangular ring shaped power plane
of fig. 35. An initial attempt at modeling the rectangular ring may use four segments, however
this would not account for the comers properly and may yield incorrect results. The proper way
to segment a rectangular ring power plane is shown by the dashed lines in fig. 35. In all eight
segments are required to correctly model this shape correctly.
#1 ! #8 ! #7
#2 #6
#3 j #4 #5
Fig. 35. Proper Segmentation for a Rectangular Ring Shaped
Power Plane
4.3.4 Summary
Using the analysis of the previous sections a set of general rules can be developed to
guarantee accurate results. First, the proper number of terms needs to be included in the
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summation to guarantee convergence of the cavity model. The results presented in fig. 29 can be
used as a guideline when determining how many terms to include for an L-shaped power plane.
For other power plane geometries it may be necessary to run the example in HFSS to verify
convergence at high frequencies. Second, there needs to be a sufficient number of ports placed
between segments so that the segmentation method can accurately represent the highest
frequency of interest. There needs to be at least 15 ports per wavelength for the highest
frequency of interest. Using (58) guarantees that the correct number of ports is used. Third, the
segmentation of the power plane must be done so that discontinuity effects at corners are
accounted for properly. For example fig. 35 shows the correct way of segmenting an L-shaped
power plane where three segments are needed instead of two.
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5 Results and Discussion
5. 1 Introduction
This chapter will verify the methods outlined in the previous two chapters and apply them to
study signal integrity issues. Signal integrity is quantified using the S-parameters of the structure
under consideration. Using the S-parameters issues such as return loss (or reflection coefficient)
can be quantified to determine the impact of an impedance mismatch. Insertion loss and
coupling coefficients can also easily be assessed to determine the amount of transmitted power or
the degree of isolation between ports. To better understand what the S-parameters mean in terms
of relative signal levels time domain analyses are also used in the following examples.
The Finite Difference Time Domain method will be verified using three examples to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the UPML and show the accuracy of the method by computing
the S-parameters and characteristic impedance of a transmission line. This will be followed by a
series of examples including a Coplanar-Coplanar transition, transmission lines placed in close
proximity, and coupling from a via to a transmission line.
Verification of the segmentation method applied to irregularly shaped power planes will be
carried out by considering an L-shaped and rectangular ring shaped power plane. Comparisons
to HFSS, published results, and experimental results are made.
5.2 FDTD Performance and Verification
In this section three examples are considered to evaluate the performance of the finite
difference time domain method. These will demonstrate the accuracy of FDTD for voltage and
current extraction, as well as calculating the S-parameters in the frequency domain and the
characteristic impedance of transmission lines. Furthermore, the ability of the UPML absorbing
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boundary to absorb waves at different angles of incidence and over a wide frequency range is
also shown.
5.2.1 UPML Performance Testfor DifferentAngles ofIncidence
To quantify possible errors resulting from unwanted reflections off the UPML absorbing
boundary an isotropic source is placed in free space as shown in fig. 36. To make the mesh
appear as free space that extends to infinity the absorbing boundary is enabled on all sides of the
mesh. In the ideal situation the radiated waveform from the isotropic source will be completely
absorbed by the UPML, however since the UPML is created by layers of increasing conductivity
and its ability to absorb is dependant on the angle of incidence unwanted reflections off the
UPML itself are expected. To quantify the performance of the UPML two probes are placed
within the mesh. The first is placed at the center of one of the planar faces of the mesh which is
an ideal situation since the UPML works best at normal incidence (angle of incidence is 0). The
second probe is placed at the corner of the mesh, which is a worst-case scenario since the angle
of incidence is greater than 45.
z
t60mm!
60mm
30mm
Fig 36. Isotropic Source Located in Free Space
The mesh, which will serve as the test mesh, was chosen to be 60x60x60 cells in size with
lmm cubic cells. The first probe is placed at the center of the y-z planar face at the cell
coordinates (12Ax, 30Ay, 30Az), and the second near the corner of the mesh at the cell
coordinates (12Ax, 12Ay, 12Az). The isotropic excitation that is applied to cell (30Ax, 30Ay,
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30Az) is a broadband Gaussian pulse with the following parameters t0 = 0.10612ns and T =
0.02653ns. The UPML is 10 cells thick with a polynomial order of 4. With these parameters the
simulation took 14 minutes on a 900MHz Pentium in and required approximately 30Mb of
memory.
To determine the reflection error at each time step, a reference waveform is obtained by
doubling the test mesh size. Probes are placed at the same positions relative to the source in the
original mesh. The number of iterations for the reference mesh is same as for the test mesh. The
result now is an uncorrupted waveform containing no spurious reflections from the UPML.
Using this waveform as Eref in (59) the reflection errors at the planar face and corner regions of
the mesh are shown in fig. 37 - 38. Reflections at the planar face are under -100 dB while in the
corner region reflections were below -70 dB. This performance is quite exceptional and shows
that unwanted reflections from the absorbing boundary will result in no corruption of the results.
Ktfl.error \" jk =
\E \" -E "
(59)
4
E
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Fig. 37. Reflection Error at Planar Face of Mesh for Isotropic Test Case
Measured using Ez at node (12Ax,30Ay,30Az)
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Fig. 38. Reflection Error at Corner of Mesh for Isotropic Test Case
Measured using Ez at node (12Ax,12Ay,12Az)
5.2.2 S-Parameters and Characteristic Impedance with FDTD
The accuracy of FDTD in voltage and current extraction as well as in calculating
characteristic impedance and S-parameters is demonstrated in this section using the infinitely
long 50Q stripline shown in fig. 39. The signal line is 4.54706mm wide and the substrate is
3.1496mm thick with a dielectric constant of 1.0.
3.1496mm
1.5748mm
Ground
^.
x Planes
4.54706mm
Fig. 39. Infinite 50Q Stripline
The mesh size is 80x50x20 cells with cell dimensions of (0.227353mm, 0.227353mm,
0.15748mm) in the x, y, and z dimensions respectively. Two ports were placed at the start and
end of the stripline approximately 10 cells in front of the UPML. The excitation is a broadband
Gaussian pulse and is applied by exciting the Ez components above and below the stripline. The
simulation required 1 1 .3Mb ofmemory and took 8 minutes on a 900MHz Pentium HI.
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Figure 40 shows the extracted voltage and current waveforms, which are computed by
numerically evaluating the integrals in (36) and (37). Using (39) and the voltage and current
waveforms shown in fig. 40 the characteristic impedance is also computed and shown in fig. 41.
The value of Z0 and the phase angle, which should be zero, are compared with results obtained
with HFSS and show excellent agreement. Also given in fig. 42 are the S-parameters.
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Fig. 40. Voltage and Current Waveform on Stripline
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Magnitude S-Parameters for Stripline
9 10
Fig. 42. S-Parameters for Infinite Stripline
5.2.3 WidebandAbsorption Characteristic of the UPML
The performance of the UPML over a very broad frequency range is demonstrated using the
co-planar waveguide shown in fig. 43. The width of the center signal line is 0.12mm and the
separation between the ground and signal line is also 0.12mm. The lower substrate has a
dielectric constant of 9.8 and the upper dielectric is free space. For the purposes of this test a
Gaussian pulse with a bandwidth of 150GHz is used.
Lower Dielectric: 1.0
Lower Dielectric: 9.8
I vC. ;>
0.12mm 0.12mm
Fig. 43. Infinite Coplanar Waveguide Test Case
The mesh size was 85x65x55 cells with cubic cells that are 0.024mm on each side. Just as in
the previous two examples two probes were placed at the beginning and end of the line. The
excitation is applied to the Ex components on either side of the center signal line. The memory
required for this structure was 42Mb and it took 39 minutes on a 900MHz Pentium HI.
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The S-parameters for this simulation are shown in fig. 44. The performance of the UPML is
exceptional all the way up to 150GHz with the reflection coefficient never going over -80dB.
S-Parameters of CoplanarWaveguide
0 25 50 75 100 125 150
Freq (GHz)
Fig. 44. S-Parameters for Infinite Coplanar Waveguide using UPML
5.3 Discontinuities and Interconnects
Since FDTD performs its analysis in the time domain it has the unique ability to observe
signal integrity issues as they occur in time. This means that the analysis of structures that could
compromise signal integrity is not limited to S-parameter analysis. A designer can view the
results in the time domain, assess the coupled signal on a neighboring transmission line, and use
this information together with a frequency analysis to optimize the for peak performance. In this
section a variety of structures will be examined to demonstrate the use of FDTD in examining
signal integrity issues. These examples will include a co-planar to co-planar interconnect
transition, coupling between two transmission lines placed in close proximity, and an example
demonstrating coupling between vias and transmission lines at the board level .
5.3.1 CPW-CPWVia Transition
An example, shown in fig. 45, will consider a co-planar to co-planar transition [57] where all
ports are matched. Three different configurations are considered, in the first case Sri = er2 = e^ =
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1.0, in the second case eri = ,_ = 12.9 and keeps er3 = 1.0, in the last case r] = er2 = 12.9 and sr3
is 5.0.
The FDTD mesh is chosen to be 85x85x55 with the following cell dimensions: Ax =
0.024mm, Ay = 0.024mm, and Az = 0.024mm. The time step is set to be 0.045295ps, which is
less than that required by the Courant stability criteria. For each arrangement of dielectrics the
simulation requires 55.346Mb ofmemory and took 50 minutes on a 900MHz Pentium Ul.
Ground Planes
-412jmV
0.12mm
Signal Line
A 4
0.36mm / ^^^--_ . rl/ ^_^ Port;
0.12mmt ^ O.^mmJ V- Sr3
0.36mmT Port 1 r2
(a) (b)
Fig. 45. Chip-Package Interconnect (a) CPW-CPW Via Transition Layout
(b) Cross Section of Via Transition
The results for each of the three configurations are given in figures 46 - 48 and show
excellent agreement with those reported in [57]. Figure 49 is provided to show all three cases on
the same graph. It is seen that this structure would perform quite well for signals with frequency
content up to 30GHz, whereas for frequencies greater than this, Sn begins to exceed -15dB,
showing reduced system performance.
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Fig. 46. S-Parameters for Case with all Air Dielectric ( FDTD, Results from [57])
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Fig. 47. S-Parameters for Air Dielectric in Middle ( FDTD, Results from [57])
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Fig. 48. S-Parameters for er = 5 Dielectric in Middle ( FDTD, Results from [57])
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5.3.2 Transmission Lines Placed in Close Proximity
To demonstrate how FDTD can be used to analyze signal integrity issues due to coupling, a
structure consisting of two transmission lines in close proximity is considered where all ports are
matched, fig. 50. This arrangement will also be used to study the coupling of a digital signal to a
sensitive RF circuit. Both of the transmission lines have an impedance of 70Q and run parallel
to one another for 17.92mm. The transmission lines are 2.9872mm wide and are separated by a
distance of 2.2404mm. The substrate is 1 .143mm thick and has a dielectric constant of 2.2. The
length of the coupled region and the separation between the two transmission lines is chosen to
represent a possible board layout.
Port 2
F 17.92mm j Port 3
Port 1 4 2.2404mm| 1
2.9872mm!
Port 4
Fig. 50. Layout for 70 Cl lines placed in close proximity
(r = 2.2, substrate thickness = 1.143mm)
The mesh for the FDTD analysis is (134Ax, 92Ay, 35Az) with cells dimensions of 0.3734mm,
0.3734mm, and 0.2286mm in the x, y, and z dimensions. The simulation requires 60Mb of
memory, and takes approximately 1 hour on a 900MHz Pentium HI.
The results obtained with FDTD and HFSS, given in fig. 51, show excellent agreement with
one another. These results show that the coupling to port 2 from port 1 is greater than -30dB
between lGhz and 4GHz, while the coupling between ports 1 and 3 is slightly lower ranging
from -40dB at 1GHz to -28dB at 4GHz. These coupling levels are quite significant, especially
considering the fact that the line separation is 2.24mm. This becomes particularly problematic if
one line carries a sensitive RF signals and the other carries a strong broadband digital signal.
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Given the speed of today's digital circuits, pulse bandwidths may be wide enough so that
significant coupling in this structure may occur between 1GHz and 2GHz. If the RF signal is in
this frequency range and below -30dB then it may simply appear as noise in the presence of the
coupled power from the digital waveform.
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Fig. 51. S-Parameter Comparison with HFSS for 70 Q lines placed in close proximity
( FDTD, HFSS)
To demonstrate how the coupled digital data might appear on the RF signal line the
waveform shown in fig. 52 is applied to port 1 when a low power RF signal is present on the
neighboring line. The waveform of fig. 52 consists of an arbitrarily chosen series of pulses that
have a rise time of 200ps, pulse widths of 0.8ns, a period of 1.6ns, and an amplitude of 1.8V.
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Also given in fig. 52 is the spectrum for this waveform from which it becomes clear that this
signal could couple significantly to a neighboring line.
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Fig. 52. Digital Pulse Sequence Applied to Port 1
To demonstrate the problems this can create, a 2.45GHz sinusoidal signal, shown in fig. 53,
with a peak voltage of 2.5mV is applied to port 3 with a level of -58dB and therefore susceptible
to interference.
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Fig. 53. 2.45GHz RF Signal Applied to Port 3
The resulting waveform after coupling occurs at port 2 is given in fig. 54. It consists of the
2.45GHz sinusoid with the coupled power from the pulses superimposed. In the time domain
waveform the coupled signal completely overwhelms the low amplitude RF signal and in the
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frequency analysis of the signal there is significant power in the signal up to 5GHz. One
potential solution to this problem is to run the corrupted signal through a bandpass filter to
remove the extra frequency content in the signal. There is still a problem with this solution
however, note that the power in the signal at 2.45GHz is at a level of -37dB while the original
sinusoid was at -58dB. This means that there is coupled power that can not be removed from the
signal by simple filtering, that is unrecoverable corruption of the RF signal has occurred that
could be detrimental to system performance.
Fig. 54. ResultingWaveform at Port 2 Showing Interference
due to Digital Pulse Sequence on Neighboring Line
5.3.3 Coupling from a Via Transition
To illustrate coupling from a via transition the structure given in fig. 55 will be considered
where all ports are matched. It consists of a three-layer board, one signal layer on the bottom, a
ground plane in the middle, and another signal layer on the top. On the top side of the board
there is a straight 50Q microstrip line extending from one side of the mesh to the other. There is
also another microstrip line that is perpendicular to the straight 50__ microstrip line. This second
line goes down to the bottom signal layer through the center ground plane on a via
interconnection, it then comes back up on the other side of the 50Q microstrip line through
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another via interconnection and continues on. The substrate thickness between the ground plane
and the top layer and the ground plane and the bottom layer is 0.381mm and the dielectric
constant is 2.2.
Port 4
Jort
?
3
__L
05mm
] 1.15mm
?
.15mm
Port 2
Via Dimensions:
x - 0.52275mm
y - 0.52275mm
z - 0.762mm
Port 1
(a)
Top Signal Layer-
Center Ground '
Bottom Signal'
Layer
(b) (c)
0.381mm
T
0.381mm
z
(d)
Fig. 55. Layout for Via Interconnect Example (a) Top Signal Layer
(b) Center Ground (c) Bottom Signal Layer (d) Cross Section View
The mesh used in the FDTD analysis is 71x1 1 1x70 with the following cell dimensions: Ax =
0.10455mm, Ay = 0.10455mm, Az = 0.0762mm. The analysis was run for 5500 iterations,
requires 76Mb ofmemory and takes 1 hour on a 900MHz Pentium HI. The S-parameters for this
structure found from this analysis are given in fig. 56.
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Fig. 56. S-parameters for Structure with Via Transition
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The results show that the coupling between the line with the via transition and the 502
transmission line is relatively low all the way up to 10GHz with levels below -35dB however, it
is again, not negligible and can still cause significant interference.
5.4 SegmentationMethodApplied to Irregular Shaped Power Planes
In this section irregular power planes will be analyzed by the segmentation method given in
chapter 4, comparisons will be made with a full wave solver, published results [8]. Two popular
configurations, the L-shaped plane and rectangular ring, are considered. In each case the S-
matrix and Z-parameters are obtained. Lastly, the same two configurations were constructed for
experimental verification.
5.4.1 L-Shaped Plane
The L-Shaped power plane shown in fig. 57a-b is analyzed and compared with HFSS. The
substrate in this example has a r of 4.0 and a thickness of 5|im. The dielectric is loss less and
the conductors are perfect. In this example two 50O. ports were placed within the cavity. Port 1
was placed at (0.1cm, 1.9cm) and port 2 was placed at (1.7cm, 0.25cm).
2 cm
j 5 cm Port 2
- ( 1 .7. 0.25) cm
^r^A5m
2 cm Port 1- (0.1, 1.9) cm
r = 4-0
(a) (b)
Fig. 57. Verification using an L-Shaped Power Plane (a) Planar view (b) Port Locations
The S-matrix shown in fig. 58 has excellent agreement with HFSS. The first resonance occurs
almost at the same frequency, 3.62GHz with HFSS and 3.63GHz for the present analytical
model. Similarly for the second resonance the agreement is very close with resonance at
4.08GHz and 4.09GHz respectively.
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Fig. 58. Comparison of S-Parameters between results obtained from
the Segmentation Technique and HFSS for the L-Shaped power plane.
5.4.2 RectangularRing
The second example uses the rectangular ring given in fig. 59 where the substrate is 5u.m
thick and the r is 4.0. The dielectric is lossless and the metal planes were perfect conductors.
Two 50Q, ports are placed at (0.15cm, 1cm) and (1.7cm, 1.25cm).
0.5 cm
Port 1- (0.15. Dcrn
r*-*i
2 cm
Port 2 -(1.7. 1.25) cm
__
5 cm
2 cm
Fig. 59. Planar view Rectangular Ring Plane for
Comparison with HFSS
The results shown in fig. 60 again show excellent agreement.
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Fig. 60. Comparison of S-Parameters between results obtained from the
Segmentation Technique and HFSS for the Rectangular Ring shaped
power plane. ( Present work, -- HFSS)
5.4.3 Comparisons with the Transmission LineMatrixMethod
Using the L-shaped power plane comparisons with published results are made [8]. The
power plane, shown in fig. 61, is 4.825" x 3.78" with one arm 2.525" wide and the other 0.905"
wide. The substrate is 1 mil thick and has a dielectric constant of 4. The conductivity for the
metal planes is 5.8x10 S/m. Two 50Q ports are placed in the cavity with port 1 at (1.635", 1.1")
and port 2 at (1.195", 1.45").
\4
Port 1- (3.19", 2.68")
3.78"
2-3"
>
0.905"
1 mil
r = 4.0
4.825"
(a)
Port 2 - (3.63". 2.33")
(b)
Fig. 61 . L-Shaped Power Plane for Comparison with TLM
[8] (a) Planar view (b) Port Locations
The Z12 and Z22 obtained with the present method show excellent agreement with [8] as shown
in fig. 62 and 63.
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Fig. 63. Comparison of Z22 with TLM for
L-shaped Pattern.
5.4.4 Experimental Verification L-Shaped Power Plane
To further validate this method a comparison is also made to measured results for the L-
shaped plane given in fig. 64. This power plane was constructed using RT/Duroid 5870 with a
thickness of 0.15748cm, dielectric constant of 2.33, and copper on top and bottom. The power
plane was 2cm square with the two arms of the 'L' being 1cm wide. Two L-shaped power
planes were constructed with the first power plane having only one port located at (0.25cm,
1 .5cm) as shown by 'Port 1
' in fig. 64b, the second power plane was constructed with two ports
located at (0.25cm, 1.5cm) and (1.75cm, 0.5cm) as shown in fig. 64b. All ports had an
impedance of 50_.
2 cm
cm
2 cm
(a)
1 cm
Port 2 -(1.75. 0.5) cm
I
~
0.15748cm
Port 1- (0.25, 1.5) cm
(b)
r = 2.33
Fig. 64. L-Shaped Power Plane for Comparison with
Measured Results (a) Planar view (b) Port Locations
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The reflection coefficient for the L-shaped power plane with only 1 port as computed with
the analytical model is shown in fig. 65 and is compared with measured results. It can be seen
that the agreement is excellent with an error of only 1 .4%.
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Fig. 65. Comparison ofMeasured S-Parameters for the L-Shaped Power Plane with 1 Port
The predicted and measured results for the L-shaped power plane with two ports are
compared in fig. 66. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the two with the first
resonance measured at 3.98GHz and predicted at 4.405GHz, an error of 12.5%. One thing to
note is that the first resonance at 4.4GHz, which is hardly seen in fig. 65 when the power plane
was loaded with only one port, is now excited very strongly with two ports loading the cavity.
Any discrepancies between the measured and calculated responses are most likely due to
variations in the port impedance in the constructed power plane meaning the power plane was
loaded differently than what was expected. Also, small variations in the dimensions of the
constructed power planes are most likely responsible for differences in the measured and
calculated resonant frequency.
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5.4.5 Experimental Verification RectangularRing Shaped Power Plane
A similar set of comparisons with measured results has been made for the rectangular power
plane given in fig. 67. This power plane is also constructed on RT/Duroid 5870 with a substrate
thickness of 0.15748cm, a dielectric constant of 2.33, and copper on top and bottom. The power
plane had outer dimensions of 2cm x 2cm and the ring is 0.5cm wide. As in the previous
example the S-parameters are measured for two examples where the first example had only one
port located at (0.25cm, 1.25cm) as indicated by 'Port
1'
shown in fig. 67b, and the second
example had two ports located at (0.25cm, 1.25cm) and (1.75cm, 0.75cm) as shown in fig. 67b.
All ports have an impedance of 50_.
Port 1- (0.25. 1.25) cm a
2 cm
0.5 cm
A
Port 2 -(01.75. 0.75) cm
__
5 cm
2 cm
Fig. 67. Planar view Rectangular Ring Plane for
Comparison with Measured Results
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The predicted reflection coefficient for the rectangular ring shaped power plane with only 1
port is compared with measured results in fig. 65. Excellent agreement can be seen again where
the error is only 1.1%.
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Fig. 68. Comparison ofMeasured S-Parameters for the Rectangular Ring Power Plane with 1 Port
The predicted and measured results are given in fig. 69. Again there is good agreement with
the measured resonant frequency occurring at 4.065GHz and the calculated resonant frequency at
4.328GHz, which is in error by 6.5%.
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Fig. 69. Comparison ofMeasured S-Parameters for the Rectangular Ring Power Plane with 2 Ports
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5.5Modeling ofSplit Power Plane Systems
In mixed signal applications power planes are typically split to reduce coupling between RF
and digital circuits. Accurately predicting the resonant modes that occur in a power plane and
determining ways of avoiding them would be very helpful to the designer of a mixed signal IC.
Some typical split power plane layouts are shown in fig. 70. In these two power plane
layouts the designer only needs to consider the part of the power plane marked as
' 1 ' in the
analysis since these parts of the power plane contribute the lowest order mode of the system.
Isolated Power Planes
il
Fig. 70. Multiple Power Plane Systems
In order to prove this, the L-shaped power plane in fig. 71 is considered where the L-shaped
piece, fig. 71a, is combined with the small rectangular piece, fig. 71b, to give the complete split
power plane system, fig. 71c. The analytical model presented in chapter 4 does not yet consider
the dielectric region between power planes. The present analytical model will be used to model
fig. 71a and compared to the response of fig. 71c, which will be obtained using HFSS.
In this configuration the substrate is lossless with a thickness of 5mm and a dielectric
constant of 4. The gap between the power planes in fig. 71c is 5|im. Three ports were placed on
the complete power plane system as shown in fig. 71c where port 1 and 2 were placed on the L-
shaped plane and are located at (0.12cm, 1.2cm) and (1.5cm, 0.7cm) respectively. Port 3 was
placed on the small rectangular piece at (1.6cm, 1.7cm).
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Fig. 71. Dimensions forMultiple Power Plane System (a) L-Shaped Power
Plane (b) Small rectangular Power Plane (c) Multiple Power Plane System
The results of these two analyses are shown in fig. 72. The first resonant frequency for the
L-shaped plane alone, fig. 71a, occurs at 2.90GHz while for the split power plane system it
occurs at 2.84GHz. The difference between the resonant frequency for the L-shaped plane alone
and the split power plane system is only 2%. This means that the affect of the small power plane
on the first resonant frequency of the system is negligible. This shows that in a split power plane
system the it is not necessary to model the entire system. Only the largest power plane, which
contributes the lowest order mode, needs to be considered.
-2.5
co
S -7.5 r
-10
-
-12.5
-15
II II
I
r i
- - - Segmentation Method - L-Shaped Plane Only
HFSS - Multiple Power Planes
iiiii i
2.5 3 3.5
Frequency (GHz)
4.5
Fig. 72. Coupling between ports 1 and 2
5.6DesignMethodologyfor Irregular Power Planes
As established in the previous section the largest power plane section in a split power plane
system determines the lowest order mode. If the frequency of this mode falls within the
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frequency range of interest it can be reshaped so that it does not resonate in that range. In this
section a methodology is presented for the design of irregular power planes.
For example the L-shaped power plane of fig. 73 is considered where the substrate is
lossless, has a thickness of 5p.m, and a er of 4.0 was used for the analysis. For a particular value
of Wi the dimension W2 is varied and in each case the lowest order mode has been obtained
using the present analytical method. A family of design graphs has been generated for different
values ofWi and this is shown in fig. 74.
2 cm
?
w2
->
w,
1
4 ? '*
2 cm
Fig. 73. L-Shaped Power Plane 1 1.5
W2 (cm)
Fig. 74. Design graph for Selecting dimensions of a L-Shaped
power plane based on frequency of lowest order mode
Using this graph the designer can find the frequency of the lowest order mode for a given
layout. If that frequency lies within the operating range of the circuit then the power plane can
be redesigned. For example, if the maximum operating frequency is 3GHz it is good practice to
place the first resonance approximately 10-15% higher than this frequency, which would be
3.4GHz. This will reduce coupling in the frequency range of interest and further it can be
filtered out if necessary. To do this there are several combinations ofW] and W2 that make this
possible. For the above case, corresponding to a resonant frequency of 3.4GHz, W2 can range
from 1cm to 1.5cm with the corresponding values for W).
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To illustrate the design methodology, an L-shaped power plane with Wi of 0.75cm and a W2
of 1cm is considered with two ports located at (0.1cm, 1.9cm) and (1.9cm, 0.1cm). The
frequency range of interest is 2GHz - 3GHz. The result of the analysis for S2i is shown in fig,
75. The resonance that occurs at 2.8GHz shows considerable coupling of -2.5dB between the
two ports. This is problematic for the design since the maximum frequency of interest is
3.0GHz, which means the power plane dimensions need to be reconsidered.
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Fig. 75. Coupling between Ports Showing Strong
Coupling in Frequency Range of Interest
The only way to increase the frequency of the lowest order mode is to decrease the longest
path length. Using fig. 74 the first resonant frequency can be moved to 3.4GHz with Wi equal to
1.5cm and W2 equal to 1cm. Figure 76 shows S2i for the new dimensions where the coupling
between the two ports is significantly lower in the frequency range of interest.
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Fig. 76. Coupling between Ports for New Power Plane Design with
First Resonant Frequency Outside of the Frequency Range of Interest
In summary a set of design graphs can be generated for an irregularly shaped power plane to
set the resonant frequency of the lowest order mode. The above example demonstrates this
technique using an L-shaped power plane however, it is equally valid for other shapes such as
the rectangular ring discussed earlier.
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6 Conclusions
This work presents a numerical and analytical method for analyzing and assessing signal
integrity issues relating to discontinuities, interconnects, and irregularly shaped power planes
through the development of two independent methods. The first method demonstrates a unique
way of using the Finite Difference Time Domain technique to study signal integrity issues in
both the time and frequency domains. To investigate signal integrity, structures such as closely
spaced transmission lines, small co-planar to co-planar interconnects, and board level via
interconnects have been considered. Using FDTD the S-parameters are computed to obtain the
coupling levels and return loss associated with each structure. The ability of FDTD to work
natively in the time domain is used to apply a series of digital pulses on one line in the structure
while applying a low power continuous sine wave at 2.45GHz on the other line. The resulting
signal on the RF line is then obtained, using voltage and current extraction techniques, to show
the corrupted RF signal due to coupling of the digital waveform.
In the second method an analytical method based on the segmentation technique in
conjunction with the cavity model with arbitrary port placement has been developed to model
irregularly shaped power planes to accurately predict the resonant frequencies and noise coupling
within a power plane. To verify the method power plane shapes commonly used such as an L
shaped plane and a rectangular ring have been analyzed. The S-parameters for these structures
are compared with the equivalent circuit based transmission line matrix method, with HFSS, and
with experimental results where in each case there is excellent agreement. It has been found that
in a split power plane system the power plane with the longest path length determines the lowest
resonant frequency for the entire system where coupling would be a maximum. In order to
reduce noise coupling due to these power plane resonances in the frequency range of interest a
design methodology has been developed. Design graphs have been presented to choose the
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appropriate dimensions of the irregular power plane so that the frequency of the lowest order
mode is above the maximum operating frequency. This reduces noise coupled between ports on
the same power plane or on neighboring power planes in the frequency range of interest.
6.1 Future Work
Further extensions of this work are possible in both methods. Adding the ability to handle
anisotropic materials and include circuit elements
'
in the program would greatly widen its
capabilities and allow for the analysis of active circuits. Further improvements that could be
added to this program include the implementation of a non-uniform grid to reduce mesh size and
to make use of tetrahedral cells so that curved surfaces and other irregular shapes can be modeled
more accurately.
The method for analyzing irregularly shaped power planes can be extended in a number of
ways. One way is to include a rigorous model to calculate port impedances to accurately model
loading the cavity. Most mixed signal IC designs take advantage of split power planes in order
to isolate the effects of different sub-sections of the circuit such as the RF and digital circuits.
Power planes placed in close proximity to one another will interact through the substrate and this
coupling could still negatively impact the operation of sensitive RF circuits. The present model
only takes into consideration a power plane cavity that has perfect magnetic walls. Since this is
not the case in actual power planes one opportunity for future work would be to include the
effects of imperfect cavity walls. Furthermore, an analytical model based on a Green's function
solution needs to be developed for the grounded dielectric regions between power planes.
Adding these two capabilities to the present analytical method would create a comprehensive
model that includes irregular power planes, grounded dielectric regions, and allows for coupling
between isolated power planes through imperfect cavity walls.
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A.l Derivation ofEquation Setfor FDTD using the Uniaxial PerfectlyMatched
Layer (UPML)
The complete derivation for the equation set based on Maxwell's equations used in the
FDTD program written for this work given here. This is the continuation from section 3.3.
A. 1.1 Amperes Law
Starting with Ampere's Law, (4a), in a lossy medium and expanding the curl expression
gives the following,
by Sz
Sz dx
dx by
= joj0er(co)e E,
E.
(Al)
Substituting for e gives,
Sy Sz
~HX-^HZbz dx
dx by
= jOJ0r(O))
S..S,
y z 0 0
s*
0 SxSz
Sy
0
0 0 s*s>
Ex
Ey
E.
(A2)
and multiplying out the e and E matrices and substituting for r(05 ) from (5) results in,
by Sz
*-h,-Lh.
Sz Sx
-Hy--Ha
Sx ' Sy
= (jaj0r+CT)
S..S.
E;
_____
Sy
'
-J-LE.
s.
(A3)
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The FDTD method is a time domain method, however and (A3) is still in the frequency
domain. From this point an inverse Fourier Transform could be taken on both sides of the
equation, but the problem with doing this is that the coefficients of Ex, Ey, and Ez are also
frequency dependent meaning a convolution would result. This would unnecessarily complicate
the analysis and create coding difficulties when the method is finally brought into the computer.
To avoid this difficulty two auxiliary vectors, P and P are defined in (A4) to facilitate the
translation from the frequency domain to the time domain. This means that computing the E
field is a three-step procedure, first P will be solved for in terms of H , second P is solved in
terms of P , and finally E is found using P .
PX=^EX (A4a)
;_____. Ey (A4b)
P=^-Ez (A4c)
P = P
X X
S
P>-TP'
Sr
(A4d)
(A4e)
(A4f)
P =^-E
x r
Sx
P,=^Ey
s..
P. = E,
(A4g)
(A4h)
(A4i)
Substituting (A4a-c) into (A3) gives the following,
'
s TT s TT
'
H H,
Sy
z Sz y >
8 s Tr
A
Hx
Sz
x H7
Sx
= (jox0er+a) P,
8 8 Pz
H, Hr
Sx y Sy '_
(A5)
Which when broken down into the scalar set of equations gives,
Hr Hv =o Z c_ y J U r x j
Hr H7 = jOJnrP'+oP
oz ox
Hy- Hr=J6J0rPz+Op:
ox oy
(A6a)
(A6b)
(A6c)
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and after taking the inverse Fourier Transform gives the first set of equations,
by '
-,=fcs.+*
-AH,=|oe,P,;+<
-TyH-=he'P:+P'
(A7a)
(A7b)
(A7c)
Now P must be found in terms of P , from (A4d-f) the vectors have the following relationship,
Px
Py
P.
Rearranging (A8) and substituting for sx, sy, and sz gives,
1
0 0
sy
1
Px
0
s
0 Py
z
1 PZ
0 0
Sx_
Px
Py
P
k+-
JO0
0
0
0
k+-
jox0
0
0
0 k+-
]OJ0
Px
Py
P,
Splitting the matrix and multiplying both sides by jco results in,
Px
joi Py = jo) 0
0
k.
0 0
\Px]
0 Py +
K_kJ
0 0
0 0
-o
a
0 0^-
n
Px
Py
P_
Which gives the following the set of equations,
(A8)
(A9)
(A10)
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jCOPx=JQjkYPx+^Px
J6)P;=J6JkzPy+-^Py
jO)Pz=JQjkxPz+^Pz
Taking the Inverse Fourier Transform of (Al la-c) gives the second set of equations,
(Alia)
(Allb)
(Allc)
{;' -ik^+Tp'
bt e0
ip- bt e0
i< = lKPz+^Pzbt ' Z 80 Z
(A12a)
(A12b)
(A12c)
To complete the derivation ofAmperes Law E must be computed using P . (A4g-i) gives the
relationship between these two vectors which is reiterated here,
Px
p,
___
Sx
0
0 0
0
0 0
Ex
E, (A13)
This can be rewritten as,
s, 0 0
0
0
0
0
s. 0 IX]
0 sr 0 Ey
0 0 s F
v JL z J
(A14)
Substituting for sx, sy, and sz from (3a-b), splitting the matrix, and multiplying both sides by jco
gives the following,
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kx 0 0
ja\ 0 ky 0
0 0 k.
X 0 0 __*_ 0 0
1X1 ^0
oy
^x'
\ 0
X"
^0
cr
X"
Py + 0
} 0 Py = jco 0 K 0 , + 0
^
X 0 ,
[P J o P 0 0 k 0 _?,
0 0 _L_
_ z _ y _ z _
0 0 ^
z
_
_ o_ o_
(A15)
Breaking this down into its corresponding set of scalar equations,
jOJkxPx+^Px=J6JkzEr+^Ex
jakyPy +^Py = jcokxEy +^-Ey
-o -o
jojkzPz+^Pz=jakyEz+^Ez
(A 16a)
(A 16b)
(A16c)
Applying the Inverse Fourier Transform to (A16a-c) gives the third and final set of equations for
Amperes Law,
rr R rr
(A17a)
(A17b)
(A17c)
-KPx+^PxO
_,
X X X
bt 0
=lt'-+i:E'
^-kP -r^P
bt 0
bt 0 bt 0
A.7.2 Faradays Law
The next equation to expand is Faradays Law, using (4b), substituting for p. from (2), and
expanding the curl gives the following,
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E.-E,
Sy Sz
^EX-EZSz Sx z
-Ey~^ExSx } Sy
=
-JWo
s.s^
y z 0 0
Sx
0 SxSz
sy
0
0 0 s*sy
Multiplying out the p. and H matrices gives,
'<-E.-E,Sy Sz '
Sz Sx
E,-*-E,Sx J Sy
Hy
H,
= -JWi
SySz
__.
SxSy
H.
(A18)
(A19)
From this point the Inverse Fourier Transform could be applied to (A19), however as in the
case with Amperes Law a convolution would result complicating the analysis. As done before
with Amperes Law an auxiliary vector can be defined to simplify the analysis. The B vector is
introduced and defined in (A20). The strategy here will be to solve for B in terms of E , and
then to solve for H using B .
fl,=|ioM.,-^,
By=p.0V-rHy
s
Bz=\x0vrHz
s.
(A20a)
(A20b)
(A20c)
Substituting (A20a-c) into (A19) gives,
8 8 _,
"
E Ey
Sy
z Sz y
8 _, 8 _,
y x
E
Sx z
= -JQ) *X
8 _, 8 _, srB7
Ey Er
4.
_.
Sx Sy \
(A21)
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Now substituting for sx, sy, and sz, and splitting the matrix gives,
Sz Sy
5
V
S
JrEz ESx Sz
*-E-*-E
Sy
x
Sx >
= JO)
ky 0 0
ja\ 0 kz 0
0 0 A:
By
X
+
0 0
a
0^0
0 0
Bx
By
B,
(A22)
The resulting set of scalar equations from this are,
oz by 0
OX Sz 0
-
Sy ox 0
and the first set of equations are obtained using the Inverse Fourier Transform,
K by bt y 0
8x
-Ar=AMr+_.B
5z
r
dt z v 0
v
1*- bx y bt 0
(A23a)
(A23b)
(A23c)
(A24a)
(A24b)
(A24c)
The next step is to solve for H in terms of B to complete Faradays Law. Equation A4g-i gives
the relationship between these two vectors which is reiterated here,
Bx
By
B,
:HoH,
___ 0 0
Sx l""]
0 ___ 0 Hy
0
Sy
0
Sz_
X.
(A25)
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This can be rewritten as,
s, 0 \*x]
0 Sy 0 By = HoHr
0 0 s. kJ
5; 0 l""]
0 Sx 0 Hy
0 0 Sy_ Hz_
(A26)
Substituting for sx, sy, and sz from (3a-b), splitting the matrix, and multiplying both sides by jco
gives the following,
KB,
Jo\ kyBy
kzB:
+
^B
= ]<W0Mr
'kzHx~ V-
KHy
kyHT
+MoMr
Jo
The following scalar equations are the resulting set of equations,
(A27)
jojkxBr +^BX = jcop0prkzHx +pQ/ir^Hr
jakyBy+B, = jafi0/irkxHy +poMr^Hy
jakzBz +^BZ= jcopQprkyHz +pQpr^Hz
(A28a)
(A28b)
(A28c)
Applying a Inverse Fourier Transform to (A28a-c) gives the second set of equations,
5
btKB, e0
Bx
b
KHX + V0\Lr
a,
So
Hr
b
bt*x e0 By
b
rKH}
+ H0H
X Hy
b
bt KBZ
o\
e0
BZ
8
KHZ + V-0Vr
e0
Hz
(A29a)
(A29b)
(A29c)
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B.l Discussion ofFDTD Program Code Implementation
A full three-dimensional Finite Difference Time Domain program was written in C.
Implementation is based on the theory outlined earlier, which includes the Uniaxial Perfectly
Matched Layer (UPML). The program is divided into ten sections, which are listed below with a
brief explanation. These explanations will be expanded upon in the following sub-sections
giving details on how the program was implemented. A complete program listing is given
following this discussion.
Section I: Variable Definitions - Declares all variables used in the program.
Section II: Simulation Space Configuration - This section inputs the size of the simulation
space. The user inputs the node spacing in millimeters in the 'X', 'Y', and
'Z'
directions, as well as the total number of nodes in each direction. The program
then calculates the time step based on 0.98*(courant stability criterion) and allows
user to modify time step as needed.
Section HI: Array Construction - Builds arrays that hold E and H field components. All
arrays are constructed on the fly based on user input provided in section U.
Section TV: Array Initialization - Initializes all arrays so that computational domain starts as
free space (except those pertaining to the UPML, these are handled in section VI
of the program)
Section V: Structure Definition - This section is defined by the user and is used to specify
the locations of metals, dielectrics, and dielectric interfaces. Material parameters
including r, p.r, and a are assigned to the appropriate arrays, which are used in
section VI to compute the coefficients in the discrete form of Maxwell's
equations.
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Section VI: UPML Calculation and Coefficient Calculation - Sets up UPML and computes
coefficients of discrete Maxwell's equations. User must enter number of cells in
UPML, polynomial order, and average r at mesh faces, which is used along with
the structure definition from section V to compute the coefficient matrices for
Maxwell's Equations.
Section VII: Simulation - Performs actual simulation where Maxwell's Equations are
implemented in a leapfrog algorithm. Excitations are applied and the value of all
E and H field components throughout the mesh are computed. The type of
excitation and point of application as well as the location of field probes are
defined by the user in this section.
Section VIII: Complete Probe Files - Records time and space vectors at the end of each of the
field and voltage probe files for post processing in Matlab.
Section DC: Write 3D Field Outputs - Writes out the field distribution for slices of the mesh
and field components as defined by the user. Offers a visualization of the field
distribution in a plane of the mesh at the final time step.
Section X: Array Clearing - This section is required for clearing the arrays and freeing the
memory used by the program.
B.l.l Section I - Variable Definitions
The program starts with the standard declaration of all variables for use within the code. A
comprehensive list of all variables, sorted by function, with a small description of its purpose is
given in table BI. All electric and magnetic field components along with their corresponding
coefficient matrices are declared as pointers and not fixed sizes in order to allow the program to
adapt easily to arbitrary sized meshes. The program is intended to be generic to ensure that it
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can handle any presented to it. The current implementation allows the user to enter the mesh
dimensions (in number of cells), which is then used by the program as the array sizes. Mesh
sizes should be chosen appropriately by the user to minimize memory use and speed up the
simulation.
CATEGORY VARIABLE NAME TYPE USAGE
Control
tstep int Stores current iteration number
i int x-axis index
i int y-axis index
k int z-axis index
field_stepper int Toggles loops between field set 1 and 2
movie_step int Iteration counter for generating movie
double_temp double Temporary storage for doubles
General Purpose
allocated_Bytes double Stores memory requirements for program
max_freq double Maximum freq. handled by mesh (GHz)
sec double Simulation run time variable
min double Simulation run time variable
hour double Simulation run time variable
tO time_t Simulation start time
tl time_t Simulation end time
time ten iterations earlier time_t Simulation run time estimate
time current Time_t Simulation run time estimate
Magnetic Field
***B_x_l double x-component magnetic flux, set 1
***B x 2 double x-component magnetic flux, set 2
***g y 1 double y-component magnetic flux, set 1
***g y 2 double y-component magnetic flux, set 2
***B z 1 double z-component magnetic flux, set 1
***B z 2 double z-component magnetic flux, set 2
***H x double x-component magnetic flux
'P ^SpT-I \/ double y-component magnetic flux
***H z double z-component magnetic flux
*coef 25 double Coefficient for Bx calculation
*coef 26 double Coefficient for Bx calculation
*coef 27 double Coefficient for Hx calculation
*coef 28 double Coefficient for Hx calculation
*coef 29 double Coefficient for Hx calculation
*coef 30 double Coefficient for Hx calculation
*coef 31 double Coefficient for By calculation
*coef 32 double Coefficient for By calculation
*coef 33 double Coefficient for Hy calculation
*coef 34 double Coefficient for Hy calculation
*coef 35 double Coefficient for Hy calculation
*coef 36 double Coefficient for Hy calculation
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*coef_37 double Coefficient for Bz calculation
*coef_38 double Coefficient for Bz calculation
*coef_39 double Coefficient for Hz calculation
*coef_40 double Coefficient for Hz calculation
*coef_41 double Coefficient for Hz calculation
*coef_42 double Coefficient for Hz calculation
Electric Field
***p_prime_x_l double P'x field set 1 (intermediate step for Ex)
***P_prime_x_2 double P'x field set 2 (intermediate step for Ex)
***P_prime_y_l double P'y field set 1 (intermediate step for Ey)
***P_prime_y_2 double P'y field set 2 (intermediate step for Ey)
***P_prime_z_l double P'z field set 1 (intermediate step for Ez)
***P_prime_z_2 double P'z field set 2 (intermediate step for Ez)
***p .. i double Px field set 1 (intermediate step for Ex)
***D y 9 double Px field set 2 (intermediate step for Ex)
***p y 1 double Py field set 1 (intermediate step for Ey)
***P y 2 double Py field set 2 (intermediate step for Ey)
***p j 1 double Pz field set 1 (intermediate step for Ez)
***P_z_2 double Pz field set 2 (intermediate step for Ez)
-i1 -l4
-^pv double Ex field (intermediate step for Ex)
*P 'K'T* l-H \l double Ey field (intermediate step for Ey)
t- --!*| i *y double Ez field (intermediate step for Ez)
***coef 1 double Coefficient for P'x calculation
***coef 2 double Coefficient for P'x calculation
*coef 3 double Coefficient for Px calculation
*coef 4 double Coefficient for Px calculation
*coef 5 double Coefficient for Ex calculation
*coef 6 double Coefficient for Ex calculation
*coef 7 double Coefficient for Ex calculation
*coef 8 double Coefficient for Ex calculation
***coef 9 double Coefficient for P'y calculation
***coef 10 double Coefficient for P'y calculation
*coef 11 double Coefficient for Py calculation
*coef 12 double Coefficient for Py calculation
*coef 13 double Coefficient for Ey calculation
*coef 14 double Coefficient for Ey calculation
*coef 15 double Coefficient for Ey calculation
*coef 16 double Coefficient for Ey calculation
***coef 17 double Coefficient for P'z calculation
***coef 18 double Coefficient for P'z calculation
*coef 19 double Coefficient for Pz calculation
*coef 20 double Coefficient for Pz calculation
*coef 21 double Coefficient for Ez calculation
*coef 22 double Coefficient for Ez calculation
*coef 23 double Coefficient for Ez calculation
*coef 24 double Coefficient for Ez calculation
UPML
*sigma x UPML double Conductivity profile, x normal direction
*sigma y UPML double Conductivity profile, y normal direction
*sigma z UPML double Conductivity profile, z normal direction
*k x UPML double k profile, x normal direction
*k y UPML double k profile, y normal direction
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*k_z_UPML double k profile, z normal direction
k_max_x_min_UPML double Max k value at x min plane
k_max_x_max_UPML double Max k value at x max plane
k_max_y_min_UPML double Max k value at y min plane
k_max_y_max_UPML double Max k value at y max plane
k_max_z_min_UPML double Max k value at z min plane
k_max_z_max_UPML double Max k value at z max plane
sigma_max_x_min_UPML double Max sigma value at x min plane
sigma_max_x_max_UPML double Max sigma value at x max plane
sigma_max_y_min_UPML double Max sigma value at y min plane
sigma_max_y_max_UPML double Max sigma value at y max plane
sigma_max_z_min_UPML double Max sigma value at z min plane
sigma_max_z_max_UPML double Max sigma value at z max plane
reflection_error double Reflection error on UPML
m UPML double Polynomial order for conductivity grading
num_of_cells_in_UPML int Number of cells in UPML
er_average_x_min_normal_UPML double Average er on x min normal plane
er_average_x_max_normal_UPML double Average er on x max normal plane
er_average_y_min_normal_UPML double Average er on y min normal plane
er_average_y_max_normal_UPML double Average er on y max normal plane
er_average_z_min_normal_UPML double Average er on z min normal plane
er_average_z_max_normal_UPML double Average er on z max normal plane
X_min_UPML_on double Turns on UPML at x min plane
X_max_UPML_on double Turns on UPML at x max plane
Y_min_UPML_on double Turns on UPML at y min plane
Y max UPML on double Turns on UPML at y max plane
Z_min_UPML_on double Turns on UPML at z min plane
Z max UPML on double Turns on UPML at z max plane
Material Def.
***epsilon_x double er at Ex field component positions
***epsilon_y double er at Ey field component positions
***epsilon_z double er at Ez field component positions
***mu x double mur definition for Hx field component
***mu_y double mur definition for Hy field component
***mu z double mur definition for Hz field component
***sigma_x double Conductivity at Ex component positions
***sigma_y double Conductivity at Ey component positions
***sigma_z double Conductivity at Ez component positions
***Eax double Metal definition at Ex positions
***Eay double Metal definition at Ey positions
***Eaz double Metal definition at Ez positions
***Hax double Metal definition at Hx positions
***Hay double Metal definition at Hy positions
***Haz double Metal definition at Hz positions
Mesh / Source
num of time steps int Number of time steps for simulation
num of nodes_in_x int Number of nodes in x-direction
num of nodes in_y int Number of nodes in y-direction
num of nodes in_z int Number of nodes in z-direction
dx double Cell width in x-direction in (mm)
dv double Cell width in y-direction in (mm)
dz double Cell width in z-direction in (mm)
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dt double Time step (ns)
excitation double Stores next value of excitation value
Constants
c double Speed of light (m/s)
EPSILON_FS double Free space permitivity (F/m)
MU_FS double Free space permeability (H/m)
intrinsic_impedance_FS double Intrinsic impedance of free space (ohm)
File Pointers
*structure FILE Pointer for writing metal layers to file
*sim_log FILE Simulation log file pointer
*fp FILE General use file pointer
*excitation_probe FILE Pointer for excitation signal file
*probe_pnt_movie FILE Pointer for movie file
*probe_pnt_l FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_2 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_3 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_4 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_5 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_6 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_7 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_8 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_9 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_10
v
FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_l 1 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_12 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_13 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_14 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_15 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_16 FILE General purpose point for field probing
*probe_pnt_16 FILE General purpose point for field probing
Table B 1 . Variable Definition
B.1.2 Section II - Simulation Space Configuration
This section of the code starts the simulation log and inputs all parameters that will define the
FDTD simulation. The user inputs the mesh size in number of cells as well as the cell
dimensions in millimeters. Using this information the courant stability criterion is used to
compute the time step, if desired by the user the time step can be modified as needed and the
program ensures that if the time step is altered it is maintained at a value below that computed
using the courant stability criterion. Also reported to the user is the maximum frequency
supported by the mesh using the ten cells per wavelength rule. The cell dimension with the
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largest size is used for this calculation. All information is reported back to the user and logged in
a file called sim_log.txt, which is stored in the same directory as the where the program is run.
B.1.3 Section III -Array Construction
After the user inputs the mesh size and cell dimensions the program builds the arrays for the
six field components, equation coefficients, and material properties. The arrays defining the
magnetic field components for both the B and H vectors have the same dimensions as the mesh.
This arranges the magnetic field components so that there are no magnetic field vector
components on the Xmax, Ymax, or Zmax faces. The electric field components however, are
defined to be one cell larger than the user defined mesh dimensions in the directions transverse to
that component. In other words the Ex component is extended by one cell in the y and z
directions, Ey is extended by one cell in the x .and z directions, and Ez is extended by one cell in
the x and y directions. The reason for defining the mesh in this fashion becomes clear if the
mesh walls are drawn with the field components placed in their corresponding positions as
shown in fig. 5. This definition shows that there are only E field components on the Xmax, Ymax,
and Zmax mesh walls and no H field components. This is done this way because all mesh walls
are defined as perfect conductors, meaning all field components on the mesh walls will be zero
(Hnorm and Etan are zero at a dielectric/perfect conductor boundary). All magnetic field
components that would be on the Xmax, Ymax, and Z^^ walls would always be zero and
furthermore would only be used to update the electric field components on these same walls,
which are zero all the time anyway and do not need updating. Therefore, the H field components
on the Xmax, Ymax, and Zmax walls are not defined however, the E field components on these same
walls do need to be defined since they are used in updating the H field components in the interior
of the mesh.
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The arrays used to store the equation coefficients are the same size as the mesh. Those
coefficients with dependence on one direction are defined as vectors, only ***coef_l,
***coef_2, ***coef_9, ***coef_10, ***coef_17, and ***coef_18 are defined as three-
dimensional arrays since they have a dependence in all three dimensions. Material property
arrays have the same size as the user defined mesh dimensions. The o and k profile arrays used
for the UPML are also constructed in this section. It should be noted that all arrays defined in
this section are constructed using the calloc() function and are therefore already initialized to
zero.
B.1.4 Section IV-Array Initialization
Initially all arrays are set to zero. In this portion of the code the arrays are initialized to free
space by setting all elements of the r arrays to 1 .00, p,r arrays to 1 .00, and the G arrays to 0.00.
The Eax, Eay, Eaz, Hax, Hay, and Haz arrays are set to 1.00 to set the entire region to a
dielectric. The field component arrays are already zero as they should be to start the structure in
a relaxed state and the equation coefficient arrays are zero and will be initialized later in the
program.
B.1.5 Section V -Structure Definition
This section of the code is responsible for reading in the structure as defined by the user.
There are six arrays defined named Eax, Eay, Eaz, Hax, Hay, and Haz each having elements
corresponding to the elements in E_x, E_y, E_z, H_x, H_y, and H_z respectively. These six
arrays are used to define the position ofmetal in the mesh, which is assumed to be infinitely thin
perfect conductors. Where ever metal is present the corresponding elements for that position in
the mesh are set to zero in this part of the code. These will later be multiplied by the field arrays
to force the field to zero at that point in the mesh. It should be noted that the Hax, Hay, and Haz
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arrays are not used but are defined in case there is future need for them. Dielectric regions are
defined by setting the value of the relative permitivity and relative permeability to the proper
positions in the mesh as defined in the epsilon_x, epsilon_y, epsilon_z, mu_x, mu_y, and mu_z
arrays. Conductivity is defined using the sigma_x, sigma_y, and sigma_z arrays. A separate
array for the three material properties, one for each field direction, is required to compensate for
the half-cell offset between the field components in the mesh. The reason for doing this is
because if a dielectric interface is defined in a plane parallel to the x-y plane then only Ex and Ey
field components will exist on the dielectric interface, the Ez component is offset by half a cell
above and below and therefore does not exist on the interface. Therefore, to facilitate an
interface in an arbitrary plane the relative permitivity needed to be split into three pieces, and
likewise for the relative permeability and conductivity. The permitivity is also averaged at the
interface and stored in the appropriate array positions in this section. The structure can then be
written to a Matlab m-file using the Eax, Eay, and Eaz variables to ensure the metal regions were
defined properly.
An example of how to define a 502 stripline in an air dielctric on a 80x50x20 mesh is given
in the code. The line is oriented in the y-direction from one edge of the mesh to the other and
board thickness is in the z direction. The cell dimensions are: Ax = 0.227353mm, Ay =
0.227353mm, and Az = 0.15748mm.
B.1.6 Section VI- UPML Calculation and Coefficient Calculation
This section of the code establishes the parameters that govern the behavior of the UPML
and then uses these and the material parameters (relative permitivity, relative permeability, and
conductivity) input in the previous section of the code to compute the coefficients in the discrete
version of Maxwell's equations. The user can define the order of the grading polynomial,
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number of cells in UPML, effective dielectric constants at each of the mesh walls, max value of
k variable, and the reflection error. The UPML can be turned on or off at any of the mesh walls
by setting a control variable tol for on and 0 for off. After these are entered the program
computes the maximum value of a at each of the mesh walls and then reports all UPML
parameters to the user and records them in the log file. Next the coefficients for Maxwell's
equations are computed and stored in their corresponding arrays. After the coefficients are
computed the epsilon_x, epsilon_y, epsilon_z, sigma_x, sigma_y, and sigma_z arrays are cleared
and the memory used for them is released since they are no longer needed in the program. The
reason for pre-computing the equation coefficients is that it reduces the computational demands
when running the main FDTD loop. Instead of performing the mathematical operations
necessary to compute the coefficients over and over again as the simulation runs, they are simply
looked up in their respective arrays. This saves time when running the main loop since fewer
operations are performed, however memory demands are much higher than if the coefficients
were computed on the fly.
B.1.7 Section VII - Simulation
After the metal positions are defined, material properties assigned, UPML constructed, and
the coefficients computed the main FDTD loop is launched. This section contains the FDTD
engine and is where Maxwell's equations are implemented. It starts by opening some probe files
defined by the user as well as a movie file pointer to store frames at certain time steps to generate
an animation at a later time and an excitation file pointer to store the exact excitation waveform
applied to the mesh. The algorithm works just as described in the theory section of this work.
The first excitation value is computed and then applied to the mesh as either a hard or soft
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source. This is followed by a snapshot of a plane of the mesh for the movie file and then the
Maxwell equation loop starts.
The equations require the previous value of the field component to be stored for use in
updating the next time step so a method was devised where two version of every field component
is stored, the previous time step and the current time step (this is not true however for the E_x,
E_y, E_z, H_x, H_y, and H_z arrays). One method to implement this would be to use one of
these two arrays as the main array to perform the computations, these would then be copied to
the other array for storage and use in updating for the next time step. This would require an extra
step to copy one array to the other and for large array sizes this could unnecessarily increase the
amount of time the simulation requires to run. An alternate method used here, flip-flops between
the two arrays. In this case a variable is created that toggles between 1 and 0 on every time step.
This is used to define what array stores the current time step and which stores the previous time
step. For example, if two arrays named array_l and array_2 are used then on the first time step
array_l is the previous values and array_2 is the current values to be computed. On the next
iteration array_2 becomes the previous values and array_l is the current values to be computed.
This requires two different loops whose execution is controlled by the control variable that
toggles between 0 and 1. Figure BI illustrates this operation as implemented in this work for the
Bx arrays, implementation for all other arrays requiring this is identical.
All electric field components have their own loop for updating since none of them have the
same array dimensions. Also all electric field components on the mesh walls are not computed
since all walls are taken to be perfect conductors. The magnetic field components are placed in a
single loop since they all have the same array size and are updated on the Xmin, Ymin, and Zmin
walls.
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Previous
Value
Current
Value
Current
Value
Previous
Value
Previous
Value
Current
Value
B x 1 => B_x_2 B_x_l
z1
Si B x 2 B x 1
\
/ B_x_2
Time Step 1
field_stepper = 0
Time Step 2
field_stepper - 1
Time Step 3
field_stepper = 0
Fig. B 1 . Field Stepping Implementation
The last item in this section of the code are the probes for extracting field and voltage values
for post processing in Matlab. The code presented in appendix A shows a sample on how to
excite a stripline structure, how to arrange the movie loop to generate an animation of the Ez
component in a plane one half a cell step below the microstrip line, and how to place probes to
calculate the voltage and current on the line.
B.1.8 Section VIII- Complete Probe Files, Section IX -Write 3D Field Outputs, SectionX-
Array Clearing
These final three sections of the code are simply clean-up steps required to complete the
probe files in a Matlab format and then close the files. Another section is included to write out
the field distribution at the last time step of the simulation and then all arrays are cleared and the
memory is released.
B.1.9 Using the Program
Not .all information that the program requires to run a simulation is prompted for at runtime.
Prior to runtime the user must define the structure, define the UPML parameters, define
excitation, establish plane of excitation, and place probes before running the program, which
means a re-compile is required prior to running a new structure. The exact steps needed to run
the program both before, during, and after runtime are the following:
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Prior to Runtime -
1.) Draw structure on paper and define mesh size in cells and cell dimensions in
millimeters, (include UPML size in layout)
2.) Write code to define structure in section V of program
a. Define the placement of all metal in the structure using Eax, Eay, and Eaz.
b. Define dielectrics and their properties and average dielectric constants at
dielectric interface.
c. Write structure out to Matlab files, including all appropriate views for
verification in Matlab.
3.) Enter UPML Parameters in section VI of code
a. Enter order of polynomial (3 - 4 is optimal)
b. Enter number of cells in UPML (10 provides good performance, more cells
requires more memory and slows things dowm)
c. Define what faces of the mesh will have the UPML on by setting the
appropriate variable to 0 for off and 1 for on
d. Enter the effective dielectric constant along each of the mesh walls
e. Define the maximum value for k at each mesh wall
f. Enter reflection error (-16 is optimal for 10 cell UPML)
4.) Define source and probes in section VII of code
a. Define excitation waveform (sine, pulse, step, etc.)
b. Define plane of where excitation is to be applied
c. Set plane where movie is to be defined
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d. Place probes to sample E-field magnitude or voltage/current value at strategic
locations
5.) Define planes for 3D field output at end of simulation
During Runtime -
1.) The program will ask for the following information
a. Mesh dimensions in number of cells in x, y, z-directions
b. Cell dimensions in millimeters
c. Maximum dielectric constant in mesh for max frequency calculation
d. Enter number of time steps
e. Customize time step (if desired)
2.) The program will report the simulation parameters including mesh size, dimensions,
time step, UPML parameters, etc. and then begin the simulation.
After Runtime -
When the simulation completes it saves a set of Matlab m-files containing the probed
data, which can be analyzed in Matlab using the script files presented in Appendix B.
The appendix B Matlab scripts are fully commented but are quickly described here:
a. S_Parameter_Analysis.m - Computes S-Parameters using time domain results
of simulation
b. Line_Impedance.m - Computes the impedance of the line using the time
domain data stored in the voltage and current probe files.
c. wave_animator.m - Generates animation on screen from movie file
d. movie maker.m - Generates AVI file of animation from movie file
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e. wave_fft.m - Used to determine an appropriate gaussian pulse width to apply
to the structure, performs FFT on gaussian pulse and reports results.
The program following this discussion has built into it the stripline example given in section
5.2.2.
B.1.10 Program History
The program has gone through several revisions since its first conception. Initially it was
written using an older less effective absorbing boundary at the mesh walls known as a first order
Mur ABC [41]. The program was later upgraded to use the UPML [55, 56, 61], which is far
superior to the first order Mur. UPML shows reflection errors several orders of magnitude
smaller than those observed by the Mur under identical circumstances. The revision history of
this program is given below:
Date Rev # Notes
09/19/02 Revision 1.0 First working version. Utilizes a first orderMUR ABC on
all faces of the mesh. Program supports dielectric losses and
reletive permitivities and permeabilities greater than one.
Dielectrics must be stacked in the z direction and waves launched
from the y = 0 plane. No support for anisotropic, dispersive, or
magnetic lossy materials. Program implementation based
primarily on work presented by Sheen. Works well for planar
microstrip circuitry.
1 1/20/02 Revision 1.5 Removed requirement that dielectrics need to be stacked in
the z-direction and source must be launched from y = 0 plane.
12/15/02 Revision 2.0 UPML implementation (polynomial grading) is the major
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advancement for this revision. Relative permittivities and losses
can be used to define material. There is no support for magnetic
materials with relative permeabilities greater than 1 or magnetic
losses. Conductive materials are supported as well as
heterogeneous configurations. Summary of capabilities and
limitations:
Capabilities and assumptions -
1.) Conductive dielectrics
2.) Permittivites greater than 1
3.) Permeabilities greater than 1
4.) Heterogeneous Materials
5.) Arbitrary 3D structures
6.) Metal assumed to be infinitely thin
7.) Dielectric constants averaged at dielectric interfaces
8.) UPML implemention
Limitations -
1 .) No support for anisotropic materials
2.) No support for dispersive materials
3.) No support for materials with magnetic losses
4.) Highly elongated structures may have trouble excitations of
long durations due to UPML.
01/10/03 Revision 2. 1 Added a k profile to the UPML region for improved
absorption.
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01/29/03 Revision 2.2 Revamped coefficient computation for approximately a
40% memory savings. UPML was also corrected and is stable
now, error was found in the text being used. Added support for
permeabilities greater than 1 .
02/03/03 Revision 2.3 Increased Flexibility ofUPML. Reflection error can be
defined now allowing for proper computation of coefficients for
different thickness UPML's
02/06/03 Revision 2.5 Corrected assignments ofUPML sigma values for all field
components. Previously field components were computed using
grid coordinates, this was corrected to use the spatial coordinates.
UPML shows fantastic operation now.
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The following set of Matlab scripts are implemented to interface with the FDTD code
presented in appendix B. These scripts will compute the s-parameters of a structure,
characteristic impedance of a transmission lines, as well as generate animations to visualize field
propagation.
%%%%*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Filename: s_parameter_analysis .m %
% Date: 3/12/03 %
% Author: Jeff McFiggins %
% Function: This script inputs the waveforms generated from the main FDTD simulation %
% and plots the time domain and frequency domain representations of those %
% waveforms. It then uses the frequency domain information and computes the %
% s-parameters of the structure. The number of points in the FFT is a %
% user defined parameter. All plots in the time domain are normalized to the %
% reference waveform. %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Inputs Waveforms computed by FDTD program, both from structure under test and reference waveform.
%Measured Waveform
Test_pnt_01
^Transmitted Waveform
Test_pnt_02
%Reference Waveform
reference
%Normalizes waveforms
ref = ref / max(ref) ;
point_l = point_l / max(ref);
point_2 point_2 / max (ref);
%Plots Reflected waveform from FDTD and reference waveform
figure;
subplot (3, 1, 1) ;
plot(t, point_l, t, ref, 'g--'};
title ( 'Measured Waveform and Reference Waveform');
xlabel ( 'Time (ns) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Voltage (V) ' ) ;
legend ( 'Measured' . 'Reference'),
grid on;
%Computes Reflected Waveform and plots it
reflected point_l ref;
subplot (3, 1, 2) ;
plot(t, reflected);
title( 'Reflected Waveform1);
xlabel ('Time (ns) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Voltage (V) ' ) ;
legend! 'Reflected Signal');
grid on;
%Plots Transmitted waveform
subplot (3, 1, 3) ;
plot (t, point_2) ;
title ( 'Transmitted Waveform');
xlabel ('Time (ns)1);
ylabel ('Voltage (V) ' ) ;
legend ( 'Transmitted Signal');
grid on;
%%%%%%%%%%%%*%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Point_FFT = 250000; %Number of points in FFT
figure;
%Finds Frequency content of Excitation waveform
Excitation_Signal_FFT f ft (ref, Point_FFT) ;
Max_Excitation_Signal max(ref);
Max_Excitation_FFT = max(Excitation_Signal_FFT) ;
Multiplier Max_Excitation_Signal/ (2*Max_Excitation_FFT) ;
Time_Step t (2) ;
freq = [-1/ (2*Time_Step) : (l/Time_Step) /Point_FFT : 1/ (2*Time_Step) (l/Time_Step) /Point_FFT] ;
subplot (3,1,1) ;
plot (freq, 20*logl0 (fftshift (abs (Multiplier*Excitation_Signal_FFT) ) ) ) ,
axis( [-20 20 -100 0] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ('Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Magnitude' ) ;
title ( 'Frequency Content of Excitation Signal');
%Finds Frequency content of Reflected waveform
Probed Node FFT fft (reflected, Point_FFT) ;
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Max_Probed_Node_Signal max (reflected) ;
Max_Probed_Node_FFT = max(Probed_Node_FFT) ;
Multiplier = Max_Probed_Node_Signal/ (2*Max_Probed_Node_FFT) ;
subplot (3,1,2) ;
plot (freq, 20*logl0 (f ftshift (abs (Multiplier*Probed_Node_FFT) ) ) ) ;
axis( [-20 20 -100 0] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ( 'Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Magnitude ' ) ;
title (' Frequency Content of Reflected Signal at Probed Node');
%Finds Frequency content of Transmitted waveform
Probed_Node_transmitted_FFT = fft(point_2, Point_FFT) ;
Max_Probed_Node_transmitted_Signal = max (point_2) ;
Max_Probed_Node_transmitted_FFT = max (Probed_Node_transmitted_FFT) ,
Multiplier = Max_Probed_Node_transmitted_Signal/ (2*Max_Probed_Node_transmitted_FFT) ;
subplot (3,1,3) ;
plot (freq, 20*logl0 (f ftshift (abs (Multiplier*Probed_Node_transmitted_FFT) ) ) ) ;
axis! [-20 20 -100 0) ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ('Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( ' Magnitude ' ) ;
title ( 'Frequency Content of Transmitted Signal at Probed Node'),
%Calculation of Sll
figure
sll_fft Probed_Node_FFT ./ Excitation_Signal_FFT;
plot (freq, 20*logl0 (f ftshift (abs (sll_f ft) ) ) ) ;
axis( [0 50 -30 5] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ('Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Magnitude (dB) ' ) ;
title! 'Magnitude of Sll' I;
%Calculation of S21
hold on;
s21_fft Probed_Node_transmitted_FFT ./ Excitation_Signal_FFT;
plot (freq, 20*logl0 (f ftshift (abs (s21_fft) ))) ;
axis( [0 50 -30 5] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ('Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Magnitude (dB) ' ) ;
title ( 'Magnitude of S211);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Filename: Line_Impedance.m %
% Date: 9/14/03 %
% Author: Jeff McFiggins %
% Function: This script inputs the voltage and current waveforms from the FDTD simulation %
% and computes the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. It requires %
% two current waveforms, the first being a half a cell behind the cell where the %
% voltage was measured and the second being a half a cell in front of where the %
% voltage was measured. %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Inputs Waveforms
IVoltage Waveform
Test_pnt_03
%Current Waveform Half step behind
Test_pnt_04
%Current Waveform Half step forward
Test_pnt_05
Voltage point_3 ;
Current sqrt (abs (point_4 . *point_5 ) ) ;
%Plots Voltage waveform
figure;
subplot (2, 1, 1) ;
plot (t, Voltage) ;
title ( 'Voltage Waveform on Transmission Line') ;
xlabel ('Time (ns)1);
ylabel ('Voltage (V) ') ;
grid on;
subplot (2, 1, 2) ;
plot(t, Current, ' ) ;
title (' Current Waveform on Transmission Line');
xlabel ('Time (ns) ' ) ;
ylabel ( ' Current (A) ' ) ;
grid on;
*%%%%%%%%%%%%*%%%*%%%%%%%%
Point_FFT 250000; %Number of points in FFT
figure;
%Finds Frequency content of Voltage waveform
Voltage_FFT fft (Voltage, Point_FFT) ;
Max_Voltage = max (Voltage) ;
Max_Voltage_FFT = max (Voltage_FFT) ;
Multiplier_Voltage Max_Voltage/ (2*Max_Voltage_FFT) ;
Time_Step = t (2) ;
Voltage_FFT Multiplier_Voltage*Voltage_FFT ;
freq = [-1/ (2*Time_Step) + 1/ (2*Time_Step) /Point_FFT: (2*1/ (2*Time_Step) /Point_FFT) : 1/ (2*Time_Step)
1/ (2*Time_Step)/Point_FFT] ;
subplot (2,1,1) ;
plot (freq, 20*logl0 (fftshift (abs (Voltage_FFT) ) ) ) ;
axis! [-20 20 -100 0] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ('Freq (GHz)');
ylabel ( 'Magnitude (dB) ' ) ;
title (' Frequency Content of Voltage Waveform');
%Finds Frequency content of Current waveform
Current_FFT = fft (Current, Point_FFT) ;
Max_Current = max (Current ) ;
Max_Current_FFT = max(Current_FFT) ;
Multiplier_Current Max_Current/ (2*Max_Current_FFT) ;
Time_Step = t (2) ;
Current_FFT Multiplier_Current*Current_FFT;
subplot (2,1,2) ;
plot (freq, 20*logl0 (f ftshift (abs (Current_FFT) ) ) ) ;
axis ( [-20 20 -100 0] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ('Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Magnitude (dB) ' ) ;
title ( 'Frequency Content of Current Waveform1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Calculation of Zo
figure;
phase_compensation exp (- j *pi*freq*t (2) ) ;
subplot (2, 1, 1) ;
plot (freq, abs (phase_compensation) ) ;
axis! [0 10 0 2] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ( ' Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Magnitude' ) ;
title ( 'Magnitude of Phase Compensation');
subplot (2,1,2) ;
plot (freq, (180/pi) 'angle (phase_compensation) ) ;
axis! [0 10 -10 10] ) ;
grid on;
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xlabel ( 'Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Angle (degrees) ' ) ;
title ('Angle of Phase Compensation');
Zo phase_compensation fftshift (Voltage_FFT ./ Current_FFT)
figure;
subplot (2, 1, 1) ;
plot (freq, real(Zo));
axis( [0 10 0 75] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ( 'Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( ' Impedance (\Omega) ' ) ;
title ('Real Part of Zo');
subplot (2, 1, 2) ;
plot (freq, (180/pi) *angle (Zo) ) ;
axis( [0 10 -10 10] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ('Freq (GHz) ') ;
ylabel ( 'Angle (degrees) ' ) ;
title ('Phase Angle of Zo');
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Filename: wave_fft.m %
% Date: 3/12703 %
% Author: Jeff McFiggins %
% Function: This following script is used to determine the bandwidths of a Gaussian pulse %
% (or any arbitrary signal for that matter) to determine if it is appropriate with %
% the chosen mesh. An FFT is applied to the input signal and the time and frequency %
% domain representations are displayed. %
%%%%%*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
t 0:0.0000042:1;
y exp(-l*((t 0.060) /0. 020) .*2) ;
figure;
subplot (2, 1,1) ;
plotlt, y) ;
grid on;
xlabel ( 'Time (ns) ' ) ;
ylabel ( ' Magnitude ' ) ;
title ( 'Excitation in Time Domain');
Point_FFT 750000;
%Excitation FFT
Excitation_Signal_FFT fft (y, Point_FFT) ;
Max_Excitation_Signal max(y);
Max_Excitation_FFT max(Excitation_Signal_FFT) ;
Multiplier Max_Excitation_Signal/ (2*Max_Excitation_FFT) ;
Time_Step = t (2) ;
freq [-1/ (2*Time_Step) : (l/Time_Step) /Point_FFT: 1/ (2*Time_Step) (l/Time_Step) /Point_FFT] ,
subplot (2,1,2)
plot (freq, 20*logl0 (f ftshift (abs (Multiplier*Excitation_Signal_FFT) ) ) ) ;
axis! [0 100 -100 0] ) ;
grid on;
xlabel ('Freq (GHz) ' ) ;
ylabel ( 'Magnitude' ) ;
title ( 'Excitation in Frequency Domain');
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% Filename: wave animator.m
% Date: 3/12703
% Author: Jeff McFiggins
% Function: This script takes the snapshots stored in the movie file output from the FDTD
% simulation and animates it on screen. The movie file generates a 3D array, each
% z index contains a single time step. These are stepped through and the values of
% the field component are plotted using mesh() or surf ( ) . Doing this sequentially
% gives the illusion of an animation.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
s = size {Ez_movie) ;
figure;
set (gca, ' YDir ' , ' reverse ' ) ;
%colormap{cool)
while 1
for i l:l:s (3)
%i
mesh {Ez_movie (.,-., i) ) ;
%surf (Ez_movie ( : , : , i) ) ,
.-shading interp;
axis{[l s(2) 1 s(l) -900 900]); %Sets axis
view(-135, 30); %Sets viewing angle
%view(0, 90) ;
%view(0, 0) ;
pause(O.l); %Pauses for viewing purposes
end
end
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% Filename: movie_maker .m %
% Date: 3/12/03 *
% Author: Jeff McFiggins %
% Function: This script generates an AVI file using the movie file generated by the FDTD %
% simulation. Visualization can be changed using meshO or surf 0 to obtain the %
% desired output. Before running this file an AVI cannot be located in the same %
% directory with the same name otherwise the script will not run. %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
b size (Ez_movie) ;
fig = figure;
set (fig, 'DoubleBuf fer ' , ' on' ) ;
%set (gca, 'xlim' , [-80 80] , 'ylim' , [-80 80],'zlim',[-80 80], ' NextPlot ' , 'replace' , 'Visible' , 'off ) ;
set (gca) ;
mov = avifile (' lower_layer.avi ') ; %This must be changed to a new file name start of every run
axis( [1 s(2) 1 s(l) -2 2] ) ;
view(135, 45) ;
for i 1:1:75%S (3)
h mesh(Ez_movie ( : , : , i) ) ;
%h = surf (Ez_movie ( : , : , i) ) ;
%shading interp;
axis! [1 s(2) 1 s(l) -2 2] ) ;
view(135, 30) ;
%set (h, 'EraseMode' . 'xor' ) ;
set (h) ;
F = getf rame (gca) ;
mov = addf rame (mov, F) ;
end
mov close (mov) ;
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D.l The CavityModel withArbitrary Port Placement
The development of the cavity model with arbitrary port placement is a two-step process.
First, the Greens function for a rectangular cavity has to be found. After this the equation for
computing the impedance matrix of a rectangular cavity can be found in terms of the Green's
function [9].
D.l.l Greens Functionfor Rectangular Power Plane
The development of the cavity model with arbitrary port placement begins with the
development of the Green's function for rectangular geometries. To facilitate this development
the walls of the cavity are assumed to be perfect magnetic walls and the thickness of the
substrate is assumed to be much less than the wavelength of the highest frequency of interest.
The cavity for which the Green's function will be developed is given in fig. Dl.
Fig. Dl. Power/Ground Cavity Arrangement
The derivation begins with the scalar Helmholtz equation,
V2Ez+k2Ez=ju)plz (Dl)
Since the field has no variation in z this can be re-written as,
(V2+k2)V = jcopdI7 (D2)
where,
V = dEz (D3)
The Green's function must therefore satisfy equation (D4).
(V2
+
k2)G(x,y;x'
,/)
=
jOJpdd{x,y;x'
,?) (D4)
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The boundary conditions at the walls of the cavity require that the tangential H-field go to
zero since they are taken to be perfect magnetic walls. These are known as Neumann boundaries
and require that the derivative of the Green's function go to zero with respect to the normal to the
boundary as given in (D5).
^ = 0 (D5)
on
Where n is the normal to the surface of the cavity wall. This boundary condition translates to
two separate conditions given in (D6a-b).
dG
dx
= 0 (a) fx=o dy = 0 (b) (D6)y=0
y=b
Expanding the Laplacian from the Helmholtz equation gives the following,
^ +^- + k2G = jcwdd(x-x')d(y-y') (D7)dx oy
The Green's function derived here will be in the series form given in,
jojpjlii/JJjc1yjYJ^{x',y')
(kl-k2)
G(x,y;x,y) = 2_ 2 -j; (D8)
Using this the eigen functions must satisfy (D9) homogeneous equation subject to the boundary
conditions give in (D6a-b).
^+^+ *V-,=0 (D9)dx dy
The solution to the differential equation given in (D9) is,
mn (X, y) = [Amn cos(krx) + Bmn sin(*_*)][C__ cos{kyy) + Dmn sin(*y)] (D10)
which simplifies to (Dl 1) after applying the boundary conditions.
YmM-y) = (AmnCmn)cos(kxx)cos(kyy) (Dl 1)
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After normalizing the set of eigen functions the series form ofGreen's function for a rectangular
cavity with magnetic walls is given in (D12).
G(x,y,x,y ) = 7 ^V *-** cos(kxmx)cos(kyny)cos(kxmx )cos(Kny) (D12)
where co is the angular frequency, \i is the dielectric permeability, d is the thickness of the
substrate, a is the x dimension of plane pair, b is the y dimension of plane pair, and xm > Xn > and
kxm, kyn, and k are defined by equations (D13 - D18).
(D13)
(D14)
(D15)
(D16)
| 1 m = 0
Ar-m [V2m^0
f 1 n = 0
An
~
lV2n^0
xm
mn
a
k,
nn
b
k = k ~jk
'
=mj\l-jmjv 4- (D17)
1
r (D18)
iptfjlE
D.1.2 ImpedanceMatrixfor a Rectangular Power Plane
With the Green's function defined the next step is to derive an equation that can be used to
characterize a power plane using its z-parameters. These z-parameters can then be converted to
s-parameters, which are useful in performing a noise coupling analysis. For the structure given
in fig. Dl the equation that gives the ijth element of the impedance matrix in terms of the Green's
function is given in (D19) [9, 28].
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z, =
1
" L L I TLS x'iL,j LX,LL, L.
III \G( x,y,x ,y )dxdydxdy (D19)
Substituting (D12) into (D19) and performing the integration gives the following equation for the
impedance matrix for the structure defined in fig. D2a-b.
,GHU*^ XXZ-=>^YL
ab m=0t^k+ki-k
-cos(k*Jxi )cos(kynTyi )cos(kxmTxj )cos(kyJyj )
xm yn
^sinc(kxm^)sinc(kyn-^-)sinc(kxm^-)sinc(kyn^-) (D20)
where co is the angular frequency, u. is the dielectric permeability, d is the thickness of the
substrate, a is the x dimension of plane pair, b is the y dimension of plane pair, T^ is the center
location of port T in x-dim, Ty; is the center location of port T in y-dim, TXJ- is the center
location of port 'j' in x-dim, Tyj is the center location of port
'j' in y-dim, jLxj is the length of port
'i' in x-dim, Lyj is the length of port 'i' in y-dim, Lxj is the length of port
'j' in x-dim, Lyj is the
length of port 'j' in y-dim and %m, %n, and kxm, kyn, and k are defined by equations (D13 -
D18).
? X
(a) (b)
Fig. D2. Definition ofRectangular Plane Pair
It should be noted that this derivation is not limited to rectangular power planes only. The
impedance matrix can be derived for any shaped power plane cavity.
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